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true type, like Marks and Colby and
wany others, should now be sought out
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and sent forth to build up waste places.
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all Jetters | on business,

To whos,
: ‘money, &o * should

It is an omen of good that some are
waking up te the fact of the low state of
religious interest among us, and the consequent paucity
of conversions; and
while deploring the fact, are endeavoring
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| vals, far reaching in numbers and

And all its care;
Lay down awhile my weary load,

Fen at the gate of this abode
prayer.

substantially alike, and if so, then it follows, that the same power and instrumen-

Here let me keep my foot aright,
And pure my heart;
Put on humility—for near |
Is One who reads my soul most clear
:
In every part.

talities that have ever proved efficient
will be so still.
:
The history of revivals is a history of
divine spower in the hearts of sinners,
working deep conviction for sin, and,
when yielded to, a radical change in heart
and life. Human instrumentalities were
indeed employed, but these, though sanctified by the Holy Ghost, did notin any
wise perform the work: And 1 spbmit

find,

And e’er dispose my heart and wind
To love Him more.

—Edwin Ellis Grifin.

that the *¢ dearth of revivals” of which so

DENOMINATIONAL GROWTH AND
REVIVALS.

much is now being written, is the legitimate result of ignoring the power of the
Holy

BY REV. J. C. STEELE.

‘This subject is up for discussion, but
none of the writers so far seem to have
“ reached the real root of the difficulty. It
growth

last year, but why for ths last twenty
Bro. Ricker speaks of the fact
years.
last
that we have actually lost ground
to
coming
bodies
year, unless we count
us from other sources. I think he will

find the same truth taking in the whole

In

began.

the war

since

twenty * years

fact, the scant thonsands we have gained
in that time have come along our borders,
among the colored people, from the General Baptists and other sources, and are
by no means to be credited to the healthy
growth of our old churches.
‘Bro. S., of B., said to me on one ocevery

casion, ** It requires a revival here

winter and a gain of twenty-five to make
up for the depletion of our ranks caused
You know our
by removal and death.
- churches are so scattered we gain few

from theni, so we must

look for the

gain

from revivals.”

Is or is not that a reason for decline? I
think it is not, for except where the
foreign population come in, and here
all denominaticns suffer alike, we- gain
as many from other bodies as we lose of
our own to ther.

We will notice again that the denominations which have lost ground have lost
Ohio,

York and

it in New England, New

and perhaps
the last two
any of the
groand in
that we are

along the northern border of
States at that. I doubt if
old bodies have held their
this region, and it happens
mostly located in this belt.

At least our growth for years has been

almost wholly outside this belt, and our
loss in it.
y
The cause may be looked for in two
or three things : Immigration westward of
the native population, and the coming in
of the foreign born population to do our

factory

saving

power. But going back of this to the day
of Pentecost, when the greatest revival
occurred of which we have any knowledge, we find some power adequate to the
necessity of the case. It is certainly true
that sinnersin all ages and nations are

Here let me.leave the world behind,

is not, why we have had so little

and
are

some 80 *‘ walking in the light as to be
able to render some importatt-ail fn
reaching
the end we all have in view.
In times past, in the history of our denomination, there have heen glorious revi-

The bell now rings for evensong,
Full-toned and sweet,
And seems with angel-voice to say :
« Come, éome, ye sons of men, and pay
Your worship meet.”

Here let me ask of Him who said
“1 am the door,”
Thxt I through Him may entrance

It is much

remedy.
Yet; in this case, solemu
important as it is, it is’ hoped there

AT THE CHURCH DOOR.

Of peace and

remedy.

easier generally to recognize the presence
of disease than to apply an efficient

The Morning Star. |
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the

work and till’ our farms.

Ghost,

have

in various forms, mostly in this belt also,
and we have two very efficient reasous for

our small growth.
Still another reaso® is found in our
changes in denominational ways of work.

their uses;

but

there

is no

power in them to save men.
‘Not by
might nor by power, but by my Spirit, saith
the Lord.” =A mighty change must come
overus before we witness much Pentecostal

power

in qur

churches.

Instead of

“a more thorough
consecration” we
must have entire consecration of all we
are and have to God.
Instead of ¢ pray:
ing with more fervency ” we

must

pray

without ceasing, and
with unwavering faith, Instead of ‘ preaching with
more love” we must be made perfect in
love, and endued with power from on
high.

Power,

power

is what

we

must

have as preachers if we would have men
saved under our labors. The Holy Ghost

earlier

history

had

power.

But

now ** where is the Lord God of Elijah?”
We have made the fatal mistake of supposing that to be successful our preaching
mustof necessity be scholarly and precise, forgetting that ¢¢ God hath chosen
the weak things of the world to confound

the things igh

mighty.”

Learning,

culture and précision are necessary in
their proper place, but the main and underlying qualification for Christian work
in any department is a clean heart and

the baptism of the

Holy Ghost.

With

these in peréhanent possession, the

intel-

lectual faculties will be clarified
strengthened, and all attainments

and
em-

ployed to bless men and glorify God.
]

CE

AE

4

BY REV.

M.

A. JONES.

1. WHY HAVE WE SO FEW OF THEM?
" This is « fast living age, and many desire to have a part and a name

on

earth.

up higher.

they were ‘bought with a price ” and are

schools

has

than good

made good pastors, rather
evangelists.

young, men
Timothy,
ist.”

have

Few

heard Paul's

** Do the work

Whep

through

they

marry and settle

work

in some

old,

period of our

of

of au

with

déwn

field,

these

call to
evangel-

their

studies

to

regular

Whereas,

‘glowih was a period

the

summate product.

‘There is a lackof united,

earnest,

been answered.

first outpouring of the Spirit
should Christians

pray.

If the

tarry, wait for it, praying
an

earnestness

came.

in faith, with
that

fasted forty days while preparing for the
him,

and

no

doubt

spent most of his time- in prayer.
After
he began to preach he was often praying
in the mount and sometimes spent all
night in prayer to God.
Our fathers often carried - the burden
of sonls for months. Sleep departed from
their eyes, and many
nights they wept
and prayed for sinners till early dawn.
Sometimes they paced their rooms till
weary,

then fell

on

their

knees

where

them, he did not hesitate to call them

Then he talked and

prayed

up.

They were soon converted, being the first
fruits of a great revival.
A mother's agonizing prayers for her

children have been ‘answered months

or

years afterward. When parents, children,
friends continue to plead with God with a

feeling that
go without
be heard.
to do and if

in

the

sal-

0-0-0
4-0-0

REVIVALS

-

OR 8SURVIVALS.
BY

A PASTOR.

under

obligations to serve

him.

the examination

was asked which

eyery one, as part of the body of Christ,
has something to do in the great
Wark of

9

of the candidate

called forth substantially

vals but am. inclined to prefer a survival!”
Whethér the answer was unconventional,
or heterodox, or both, the council! unani-

mously voted to proceed with the installa—tion, and it may be inferred that no one
was greatly shocked by any possible theo-

logical peccability involved therein.
It is probable that considerable confusion

has been caused relative to this matter of
revivals for lack of a.clear definition of the
term.
It is sometimes the case that defi-

nition

is argument; and

question now under

regarding

consideration,

fact that many loose statements

made
ster’s
plied
rect:

the

itis a

have been

which need * justification.” Webfirst definition of ¢‘ revival,” as apto religion, is ety mologically cor‘Renewed interest in religion after

to

will

move

men:

for

we

are all

torch-light processions, tremendous shoutings, tlery appeals to passion and prejudice, may
win votes in a political cam-

paign; but shall we-hope by like means
get hold of the hearts and consciences

men, lead them on to repentance tow ards
God and faith in our.Lord Jesus Christ,and

persuade them to walk with God ‘¢ in holiness and righteousness” ‘¢ all the days” of
their lives? *The notion has been altogether too prevalent in some portions of our
Zion that conversion includes, about all
there is to be found in the Christian life!
Hence

backslidings,

declensions,

lack

of

missionary interest, decay and death. I
will repeat, for emphasis, that the object
of religious effort is not to get men and women to ‘ rise for

prayers’ but to edify

them Christian character!
Did Christ put a high est imate

Revival simply

If I have not

;
upon re-

mis-apprehended

facts, our Master did notseek to
crowds about him. How often did he

the

draw
com-

mand those whom he had healed *‘ to tell
no man;” how often
from the people that

did he
followed

often

them

did

he

rebuke

with-draw
him; how

because

they

sought him from unworthy motives! He
did not seem
I

to think very highly

have

‘“ revival”

often

meditated

that occurred

of revi-

upon

when

that

he

churchghbat is already alive; spiritual
cline

ldness,

backslidings

and

de-~
death

must’
proggde revivals.
There is no question that survivals are to be infinitely preferred to such revivals. A dead church
may need a revival, buta living church
does better to live on—survive!
The popular notion of a revival is that it
is a great religious awakening induced by
some tremendous excitement. It is the result of ¢ protracted” meetings, so called
evangelistic efforts, or other extraneous

uses by which it is said that
‘ane

reclaimed

y be

acd souls won

said at once

that

backsliders
to Christ.

backsliders

It

are

t surviving Christians; and that after re-

lamation they usually backslide again.
While it is a good work to reclaim backgliders,

it is a much

better

work

to

great religious

excitement are pretty sure

of

thee

thy

servant,

which

now,

day and

night, for

we have

pray

the

sinned against thee: both I and

We need the steady, constant effort, the
consistent, upright life; and must have the

glorious revival to turn the strong current
of thought and actionin the way to God
and heaven.
Let none fail to. put forth effort. “Even

if results are not all we could wish, they
will help

trium-

towards Christian” advancement,

and our

Father in

heaven will

shout-

ed,“ Hosanna! Blessed is the King of Israel

that cometh in the name of th'e Lord ;” and
many of those

smile upon

us.

BE

DONE.

Converts 8

and to walk humbly with God, is required
:
of the | of all.
~a

less many so called revivalists have done
ore

harm than

good, ‘but men

may not grow. equally in all seasons; but
they remaiy alive during these pyrite. of

o

‘.

B

lack of right ingtruction.

:

-

effort of a lifetime.—Dr. T. L. Cuyler.
Ee

|

——

CORPORATION MORALITY..
The followingis from a printed sermon,

preached by Rev, George L. Walker,

D.

:

did not think highly of revivals, and whethmind

immediate
or

not,

it

disciples
is

were

generally

of

like

concluded

that even a pentecostal ingathering of 3000
in one day is no more significantof suec=
cess and growth than a daily addition into
the church!
It did once seem strange to me that
Philip was called fropi that revival work
in Samaria to go apd preach to one man in

a ‘‘ desert way,” hut not mow does it so
appear; nor that in the midst of the blessed work in Antioch, the Holy

have seit

missionary

Barnabas

and

Ghost should

Saul

expedition.

away

Indeed,

on.a

all the

facts seem to me to prove conclusively
that survivals are very much to be preferred to revivals!
Let us, then, throughout our churches,
like our Master, retire into the mountains,
or some desert place, and pray agonizing-

ly that a survivalmay break out permanently until every church shall become a living
power in the propagation of the truth and
the upbuilding of the Redeemer’s kingdom !
Bh

LP[foPP Jr

It is only in a secondary

sense that

6!

8

——

\

with numerous revivals "reported, are a
prophecy of much good. But the subject
is by no means exhausted, and now that in
sight of all Israel-the ‘ cloud” is ¢ taken
up from over the: tabernacle,” let all relig-ious workers fhove forward in their journey. But this move must be with some intelligence in ordei~that the best results
may be reached.
4
1. There accompanies a Yovival of religion a sense of the greatness and importance of the work.
It isthe salvation of
our families, friends, néighborhoods,

coun-

try ard of all who will attend to the gracious call throughout the world.
It is the.
quickening of our missionary and educational enterprises making ¢ the wilderness
and the soiltary place glad for

them.”

And

11, the preparing ‘of immortal

judgment and the scenes of
eternity.

Nehowggiah

felt the greatness

of

the work when informed that the remnant
of the captivity were *.in

great

to the revival

an

victimize

holders?
To
for a vote is a

insurance

the

policy

pay a man ‘a dollar
punishable offense. But

*

how about issuing railroad passes to the
members of a legislaturé®
When corporations,composed:-to a considerable ex- .

tent of church-members in good and regular standing, enter into the arena of public affairs in the unblushing character of

of 1858

hard-worked man hoped to leave as a pit-, -

tance to his babes, things have got pretty
far along on the down-grade to rascality.
"And the possibility of their getting so far
along lies largely in the evasion of personal responsibility, uader the thin shield
of corporate character.

Just here abides one of the chief perils
of our time.” A peril not only threatening
the soundness of the moral sense of those
as

members

of

some

corporate

the sense of the community at large, which

His

sees how insensitive and tolerant society
grows under flagrant instances of asseciate iniquity. The debauchment of public morals is all the more to be dreaded
when it comes not in the guise of private
‘rascality, but in the shape of resolutions

wish is expressed in his

laws;

obedi-

ence to his laws bringshealth and happiness and peace; disobedience

brings suffer-

ing. His will is that men should obey
his laws; but that if they do not obey they
shall suffer. The suffering is a warning
against disobedience,
and a dissuasive
from
1t.
»
It is true that men are so linked togeth-

of a board, and carrying the dignity

legalized seal.

el
Ap pe

ization that suffering may come

WHAT THE PAPERS SAY.

of my

diligence

neighbors.

and

patience

upon ine as

of my

ances-

Sometimes

I can

by

reach the

causes of this suffering and remove

them;

when I can,

I

that

is my duty;

when

can

hereditary

- tendency

to

consumption

or

paralysis, the result of the disobedience of
some of my ancestors to the laws of health.
Now, it may be possible for me, by prudence and temperance, to counteract these
tendencies, and to preserve and confirm

my health. ~
There are remedial and resterative forces in my physical system that may repair
the damages that may have been entailed
upon me, if those damages are not too se-

of a

,

er by ties of hereditary and of social organ-

But much of what is called ‘the courage of opinion,” in our day, is simply the
pride of notoriety, the eagerness for pub-

lic appreciation,

the. fondness

vanced” position, the desire.

sidered

independent

and

of ¢ ad-

to

be

con-

unfettered

by

traditional creeds.— Zion's Herald.

He [Mr. Ingersoll] has a right,

so far

as law is concerned, to be an infidel, if he

chooses to be; he has

a right

to argue

against the existence of God and the truth

of the Bible as strongly and

as publicly

as he will, so long as he dees it decently;
but he has no moral or legal right to be a’
public and’ contumelious reviler of the|
prevalent religion of this land.—Indepen—
dent.
;

rious. It is my’ ‘business to give these remedial forces a chance to do their proper
work.
Theyare the highest and most per-

ject, but it is becoming more apparent

fect expression in my nature of the will

danger which our country is to meet

of

God; and it is this part of the will of God
that I must be most careful to have done.’
But it is possible that the injuries which
I have inherited are so serious that the
natural remedial forces will not repair
them, no matter how great care I may

ercise; when this

is so,

Shall I say that the

I must

suffering which I

endure as the consequence

ted

injuries,

burdened

by

ex-

submit.

of these inheri-

which

my

and my life is

days

shortened,

upon me by the will of God?

Yes;

no other way of explaining it.

are
comes

there is

It is in the

bring suffering,

not

only to him

who

de-

' stroys, but often to his children, and children’s children for many generations; and
the nature of things, as ‘Mr. Joseph. Cook
says, ‘ is the out-come 6f God's choice.”
The universe is so made that sin not only
inflicts but entails suffering ; and God made
the-universe.
The suffering that is inher-

ited is not, however, penalty ; it is
that God is displeased with me; it
a means ofgrace to me, If I will
use it. And this is where the duty
mission

comes in;

the

patient

no sign
may be
rightly
of sub-

endurance

of ills that cannot be mended is part of the
divine discipline in which we must all be
exercised.
There are plenty of pains and
infirmities that we are not to blame for,

and that we

cannot help; we

may

not al-

ways understand the reasonof them,

but

We have not space to discuss
us constantly that

perhaps

the

the

the next decade will be found

sub-

to

greatest

in

in the in-

creasing number, power and insolence of

such great corporations. How to overcome this danger wisely, fairly, and in
the spirit of Christian patriotism, is a
‘tremendous problem.— Congregationalist.

1t is this shameless trading in office, in
all parties, in cities,

States,

and

nation,

that is one of the most unfavorable signs
of the times. This may be regarded as
idle talk. The way things are done is
the way they are to be done, and only disgusted, old,

quiet,

retired

citizens

and

disappointed politicians, are supposed to
mourn over the degeneracy of the times.
—e

Xe Observer.

0.

art

-

Verily, the fathers of the Republic left
their good work unfinished.

Civil. liberty

social life as well.

It ought

to be a mat-

ter of conscience to ground one’s common
ways and doings, not on these quicksands
of conventionality, but on ecernal laws of

the fitness of things.
And we believe. the
Coming Man will dare to carry a ladder
whenever and wherever there is occasion,
and the Coming Woman will dare to dress

without

consulting a

fashion-plate.—7"%2

Advance.

Two moral points skipped by the Boston,

wise laws they ‘are visited upon ts is infi-

lecturer are worth. more than all’ he
makes: Total abstinence will save men

that

nite Love, and

the

that in

God
some

under
way,

if we

rightly use them, they will work together
for good to us; and therefore, in the midst

without
prevail.

of such suffering,

soul, life, family and fortune of nine in ten
who try it; hence, ought not to prevail.—
The Signal,
:

him:

‘“ Thy

will

we are
be

ready tq say

done.”—From

to

¢ The

Lord's Prager,” by Washington Gladden.
ro

re

man so kind to his Saviour has to ‘ refuse
him his heart
That sentence ‘touched

-

is all very well; -but we need a new Declaration of Independence—Independence in

whose

we do know

affliction

part of others, culminated. in the ‘alarming

fact -that previous

wrecking

to

suf uals they would never do, but threatening

nature of things that disobedience "shoul

A PROPHECY OF GOOD.
BY REV. 0. C. HILLS.

about

fering can ever be said to be the will of God.

| not, then right, reason and filial trust call
‘¢ converts” did not throng the streets of
on me to submit.
.
Jerusalem a little later, and join quite as
Suppose I come into the world with a

his

is it.

board are tempted to do what as individ-

PERSONAL WORK.
to backslide when the excitement is over, | and reproach; ” the wall of Jerusalem brokuggressive warlie in new fields, and be taught heir obligations to God
*
On
a
cold
winter evening I made’ my
en down and the gates burned with fire.
many ran to and fro and knowledge was church, fo others. and, themselves, and and will soon need to pass through anothfirst
call
on
a rich ‘merchant “in New
2.
Tbe
necessity,
of
direct
help
.
from
er revival! Plants growm in hot-houses,
‘
increased.
carefully led in the right way, that they will bear neither intense heat nor severe God in order tote accomplishing of so York. As Ileft his door, and the piercI even hear it hinted that many of our may grow up as strong pillars of the cold. It is quiteunnecessary to make the great a work, Many doubtless recollect ing gale swept in, I said: ‘What an
pastors are saying, *‘I do not believe in church and faithful laborers with God, application, - since out churches are all that during an interval of about fifteen “awful night for the poor!” He went back
revivals but iin regular work to fill our That * God is love,” is often ‘taught. cumbered with the’ blighted and frost-bit- years, from 1843, the year of the great Mil- and bringing to. me a roll of bank bills
churches.” Doubtless. “both are needed, , That he is a God of ;juatice should also be ten vines set out during these perlony of lerite exéttement, to 1858, there were com-. he said: ¢ Please hand these, for me, to
know.”
After a
paratively few ‘revivals. The reaction from .the poorest people you
and uotil there is a great change in men’ ’ taught. ‘Righteousness, temperance and a fubnosmal excitement !:
a
a
rd a
m { “hii “the
nll
come,
as well as charity, &
da s-T Write
employed {i Foam 1
j Tew qay
rue theory dooms to be,
|
Work. for “anlves | dbctrines to-be impressed upon the minds | “her of ‘the Star ‘prove 100 much. Trees | ‘ment on the part of. many, and a general ‘thanks of the pr. whom: his bountyhad
tion always, sometimes especially. Doubt+ of men. And to do justly, love mercy, may not always be in bloom, and animals - indifference and partial skepticism on, the rélieved, and added: % How is it that a

of

that man than the pulpit

who,

THY WILL

tors or

whether

I

children of Israel thy servants, and confess
the sins of the children of Israel, which

its of the people, who tumultuously

keep

Others seem to think if they talk and
dll {their Christian duties men from backsliding! And, further, the
pray in meeting
|converts . that aré made in these times of
are done. This may be on account of t

the prayer

before

a result of the disobedience

I have considered

pre-

¢¢ Let thine ear now be attentive,

phantly rode into Jerusalem amidthe plaud-

pearing’ in the religious papers on revivals,
their deep and hearty utterance, together

that

One Hour of pastoral work

did more for

D., of Hartford, in April last:

and thine eyes open, that thou mayest hear

in

back to life after apparent, or real, death.
By which it appears that there can be no
revival, in the} etymological sense, in a

again,

twenty years.
Te

my father’s house have sinned.”
All along the line let us join with Nehe- ‘bribers of makers of the dw, and -shrinkto miah in prayer like this, and it needs no |
ers of the worth of the policy which some
of’ prophet: to tell the result.

The many and stirring articles now ap-

a living

fad

vailing.

is Rot

is, a comlig

Ia too

many instances the church members have
left their pastor to labor alone, * when

the Master.

Daring

Who

religion,

er

vation of many souls.

persis

company

effort

they can not let the Master
his blessing, their prayers will eagerly in another clamorous cry, ‘‘ Not
Every child of God has a work | this man but Barabbas!” Careful study of
they faithfully do it, the king- the life of Jesus will convince us that he

dom of God will be advanced

power, but

i

the work is accomplished.
4. Prayer, expectant, importuning,

-vals!

with them.

nor by

fi

» most
he told

‘special ‘¢ protracted” efforts, in politics or

vivals?

they continued in agonizing prayer long
after midnight. The late Rev. J.- C.
Tyler sed to pray in his sleep for per-"
ishing sinners. And onone occasion he
arose at midnight to pray for them, but
being impressed that the Spirit was calling him to go to his neighbors and warn

“ Not by might,

by my Spirit, saith the Lord of hosts.” We

of religious

be accomplished, that is seldom’ fostered,
by so called revivals. Bands of music,

take no denial.
2. A MEANS OF PROMOTING THEM.
So fur as I can ascertain some one had
been praying and agonizing for souls
previous to a revival.
The Saviour withdrew from society and
great work: before

hard.

up into Jesus Christ—a work that cannot

blessing

and: perseverance

3. A knowledge of the power and efficiency of the Holy Spirit to accomplish the
work in hearts previously indifferent and

creatures of impulse. The true object of
religious effort is, however, to build:.men

So

me that I was the

precious!

secure votes but to build up Christian char, ‘acter.
It is not to be questioned that

one accord in one place, praying and
waiting for the promised blessing till the

himself to Christ. - He has been
useful Christian ever since.
But

To reach across a counter and to take a
dollar from a till is a crime. Bat how

The object

The disciples were with

him to the core. ' He sent for me to come
and talk with him, and speedily gave

are to seek his presence and fulness if we
win men to Christ,
With him how easily

per-

severing prayer. Some have grown cold
in their love to Christ and become discouraged, because their prayers have not

means

REVIVALS.

Too many professors are unwilling to
wear the yoke of Christ, forgetting that

Now I have not one word to

and live.

indifference and decline.”

i

who dill such heroic service as evangelists have mostly heard the call to conte
‘say'against these young men, God bless
thems But we feel that the training of the

the people that all may behold him, look

but during ali this long period itis unceasingly discharging its normal functious, storing up its sweet and precious
juices, and making ready for its own con-

the following answer,—¢ I believe in revi-

in our

growth ;and, indeed
apparent than real;
carries forward her
and only occasion-

it may flower but once in a hundred years,

John Colby and David Marks and others

principles of Christianity.

veterans

requireth of them.
their closets, where
Jesus and learned
of worship, greatly
the Saviour before

for a vacant pastorate, recently, a question

ers

andthe

to

Ghost is come upon you.” After Pentecost the apostles kad power, the early
Christians had power. Benjamin Randall,

‘These years have been transitional years.
The churches have largely taken workschools,

st” teacheth,

do the work that God
They should go from
they have talked with
of him, to their places
desiring to so hold up

shall ye receive power afler that the Holy

There is a great, effort to mix up irreWith religion, to make it
ligious customs
palatable to, or'gain the approbation of,
sinners, and encourage a spirit of liberality that is undermining the fundamental

from our

They should be edu-

but which the Holy

is the only power that can save sinners,
whether great or small, learned or un»
learned,
skeptics or infidels.
Then

This

population bring their own churches and
will have none of ours. Add to this cause
the growth ofspiritualism® and infidelity

whose office it is to cpnvict

and convert men.
We have relied altogether too much ort human ability, culture, scholarship and polish. Not but
these

there were relatively few in our country
under twenty-five years of age that were
professors of religion or members of our
churches. I well recollect my own experially breaks into bloom or develops sudden ence and the expression of that of many 4
growth as revelations to our dull vision of others’ at that time. Over and above all of |
her progress. Here is the true analogue of the
our appliances in Christian effort,’ we
church of Christ.
Whether there are conmust have, we must have the direct and effistant,
or only periodical accession, it is cient help of God, or all is lost. The show- constantly growing ; like the century plant,
er of grace came. Oh, how abundant apd

cated that they may be able to teach their
hearers, but should not depend on science
—the words which man’s wisdom teacheth,

BY REV. A. F. HUTCHINSON

|’

be addressed, at Dover, N. H.

«

apparént cessation from
the cessation is more
for nature constantly
ine occult processes,

Our Ministers sometimes appear to be
striving for greatness and seeking for
honor and the applause of men more than

the praise of God.

t,
proewill Baptist Printing Establishmen
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the least risk; hence, ought to _
But moderate drinking risks the

If it be true that a majority of the people desire the enactment of a prohibitory
law, it will not be difficult to assemble =
legislature by which their desire will be
accomplished. If they are not in favor of :
the law, they need something ‘more ‘that
electioneering appeals. They must’ be
won to the theory and practice of, abstinence by appeals addressed to the reason
and conscience, such as half a« century
Ago,
=
the’

Conservative:0Sentiment. a

a

dices, reinforcing the clamors of appetite,

—ayon a great victory for the reform. The Watchman.

:

\
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GComamications.

clearly the difference in spirit between the
proud Pharisee and the penitent woman.
Seest thou this woman? . He turns Simon's
attention directly and positively toward
the woman whom he despised.
Thine
house. It was his house, and his duty to

S. Brpartmend.

day.

The natural sciences were his de-#
He was accustomed always to associate the facts discovered with religion,

THE DAY 75d
HAS OOME.

pr

a

| light.

~ When we look over the great * white
REV. JOSEPH FULLONTON.
: and to make frequent use of thein in ilharvest fields” to-day, and see
The subject of this notice was born in lustrating his writings and sermons.
every
Industry was another marked trait of where the doors for Christian work stand
Raymond, N. H.,' Jan. 31, 1808. He
#
.
{For Questions see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)
show courtesy to those whom he .invited ‘was one of a family of eight children. his character. This appeared in early open wide, well might we exclaim: This’
is the day of the wide world’s need; the.
‘| hither.
She had done what he had failed His father was a farmer in moderate cir- life. 'When but a lad he was accustomed
THE SINNER'S FRIEND.
cumstances. His boys worked with him to spend rainy days in repairing articles harvest of the earth is ripe, but where
to do.
7
47. For she loved muck. ‘The word on the farm, and as soon as they were .of house-hold furniture, or farming tools, are the harvesters to gather the ripened
DAILY READINGS.
for has occasioned perplexity. Dr. Clarke old enough were accustomed to earn orin assisting about the domestic work. grain?
The Missionary Herald says,
M. The sinner’s friend. Luke 7: 36—50.
and other scholars translate it therefore,
money by working for others. Though This habit, thus,early formed, continued *‘ There is really now mb limit to the posT. Seeking to save. Luke 15: 1-10.
which is admissible, and at once relieves the father could not give ‘his children through life and accounts in part for the sibilities of the work abroad, but such as
WW. Humility accepted. Luke 15: 9-17.
T. A penitent sinner. XKuke 19: 1-10,
the ‘passage of all difficulty. ¢ Not be- ‘wealth, he gave them what was worth a -amount of religious and literary labor he is set up by our want of faith, and conse. F. A thanktul sinner. Luke 17: 11-19.
cause she loved much, as though Jier love thousand times more—he taught them in- was enabled to perform, in connection cration to this service. The providence
S. Praise for pardon. Pewi0d: 1-22.
with carrying on an ordinary sized farm. that has opened the way, the preparation
were the cause of her forgiveness. This dustry, and the value of self-reliance.
S. Penitence and hamifiby. DoT 1=10.
is directly opposed to the sense of the
Though Joseph’s educational advan- He was not only a diligent reader but an already made, the results accomplished,
He not only ab- .all beckon us forward as at no other time
arable which represents the debtors as tages were limited, by industriously im- industrious writer.
‘GOLDEN TEXT: © He said unto her, Thy
unable to pay, and the forgiveness free; proving them he soon acquired sufficient sorbed the thoughts of others but gave in the*history of Missions.”
sins are forgiven”—Luke
7:48.
;
the next clause,. plainly makes the for- knowledge to teach, a business tbat “he | out freely of his own thoughts for the
We look at India with her 250,000,000
giveness the ground of the love, not the followed during most of his life, in con- benefit of other minds. He correspond- men, women and childrén ready to come
Luke 7: 36—50.
reverse. Verse 50 makes-faith the ante- nection with his other work. Ilis eon- ed regularly and for many years for sev- almost as one grand army into the ranks
cedent of forgiveness, on the part of the version, which was yery marked, oc- eral newspapers and periodicals, his ar- of Christianity, if only there were' Chrisperson forgiven.”—Schaff.
:
curred in 1826 under the labors of Rev. ticles touching upon almost every subject tian leaders to show them the way; we
Notes and Hints.
A.
Cagverno, in his native town.
He in religion, science, literature and poli- remember Bishop Thompson's exclama48.
Jesus
completes
the
gracious
work,
It seems probable that Luke continues
says
in
his
diary,
“First
evidence
of tics. From 1841 to 1866 he wrote 4,984. tion, ¢‘Indiasaved and Asia is the Lord's ;"
and
leaves
no
uncertainty
in
the
mind
of
This«
his narrative in the order of time.
articles. His greatest literary work is we remember Asia's 800,000,000 precious
182
He
often
She had been. drawn to the
incident took place, probably; at Caper- the woman.
the history of his native town, which he’ souls who know not the Lord, and we
Saviour
by
some
gracious
words
she
had
It should not be confounded with,
naum.
completed and published a few years: be- feel that thertime has come for the Chrisanother anointing, at the house of another heard from him; came penitent and de- on the old farm ‘where .he first felt
.
:
He was baptized Apr. 20, 1828, fore his death.
tian ghurch to say that India shall be
Simon,
at Bethany.
Nor should
this siring forgivemesst. Her offering was in peace.”
This was a work of - immense labor. saved ; that Asia shall be the Lbxd’s.
by
Rev.
Moses
‘Bean.
Soon
after
his
gratitude
for
the
hope
he
had
kindled
in
woman be confounded with Mary Magdaconversion he saw the fields ¢ white al- Upon it he spenta considerable portion of
her heart.
alone
But not for Asia's salvation
lene, as is sometimes done.
They were
his leisure time for more than thirty years. should our Christian churches
ready
to
harvest,”
and
heard
the
Master's
rally.
49,
50.
Who
is
this?
No
evidences
of
different persons.
As yet, then, the
It is regarded by the best critics as a mod- Over-the wide world to-day, we hear the
br
between Jesus and the Pharisees divine power and wisdom would prevent call for reapers. He wus licensed to
has secured two piteous ery of Souls starving for lack of
preach, May 21, 1834, and preached his el in its line. Harvard
men
from
caviling..
It
was
her
faith,
not
hid not become irreparable. This shows
or
three
copies
for
its
libraries.
first sermon in South Hampton, June 3
;
Oh, louder to-day
the Bread of Life..
early that the incident could not have love, that saved her.
His punctuality was noticeable. Ie ‘than on the great. ascension day speaks
following, from Luke 2: 82, ¢ A light to
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
‘taken place in Judea just before Christ's |
lighten the Gentiles and the glory of thy never allowed his business to be behind, the voice of our risen Lord: *¥(o ye into
crucifixion.—4bbott. =
‘on
| I. One may show some respect to re- people Israel.”
or himself to be hurried in any part of all the world and preach the gospel to
36. Pharisees. See Bib. Dict. on p. 30. ligion without being a Christian.
- He purchased a horse and gig out of his work. For thirty-four consecutive every creature.” Let neither walled citThis man had, no doubt, a high" opinion
II. Outward civility and inward piety
his scanty earnings in .school-teaching years he was clerk of the Rockingham Q. ies nor men of giant stature stagger
-of his own importance, and felt that he are not the same thing.
and “sited off on a preaching tour M. and during all this time he’ did not .the faith of those whose Leader is the
was doing a very generous thing in in- | IIL © Grateful * love is the secret of
throtigh northern New Hampshire, Ver- “miss a single session.
Lord of Hosts.
witing the Nazarene reformer and miracle- | doing much for Christ."—Ryle.
A clear
Perseverance was another prominent
mont,
and perhaps into Canada. --As he
The world, to-day, laughs at impossiworker to his table. He evidently felt view of Christ's infinite love for one will
left the old homestead one bright spring? feature of his character. He was hot easi- bilities. What, then, should nota church
under no obligations -to extend to him .draw forth his love in return.
When his voice failed, be ready tv undertake in the mame of
morning the whole family came out of] ly discouraged.

_Sunday-School Lesson.~-Mar; 13.

.even the common civilities of good society.
a

7

haughty behavior

was

IV.
We are not to infer that one must
sin much in order to be a good Christian,

in marked

«contrast with the humility of the unbidden

attendant of our Saviour.

or in order to love Christ heartily.

It may be that

SP

. ‘Simon invited Jesus to his house, hoping

to“find something against him.
He understood

the

He went. |.

character

and took the opportunity to teach

hini

the left

side

ing toward the wall of the ggom.

It was

no breach of decorum for people t6 come

in and stand around the room during
meal-time. Those who hive sufficient
wisdom and grace to, arfueswith and
instruct them, may venture further into
the society of such as are prejudiced
Christ

and

his

religion;

than

others may.—M. Henry.

37.

Awoman.

It was

con‘rary

to

social usage for women to appear at such
places.
Which wasa sinner. Not merely
had been, but was then. It:is implied

that she was

leading an unchaste/ and

sinful

that

life in

city.

Alabaster

box.

Made of a kind of soft, white ‘marble,
thought to be well adapted to preserving
perfumery.

It was found

at Alabastron,

in Egypt, whence the name, which came to
be applied. to all boxes made or used for
that purpose.
.
38. Stood at his feet. This~would be
~easy to do, without interfering with the
progress of the meal, or the

conversation

of those at the table.

his feet.

Wash

for every

vide, near the entrance

veniences
wisitors,

2

for
and

host to pro-

of his house, con-

washing
the

the feet

lowest

is no reason to conclude

that

our Lord in this parable, directly com-pares the woman and Simon; or that it is

with an ‘imaginary fifty pence debtor.
And the point of the parable is that the
explanation of her surpassing love must
be found in her past degradation and

‘guilt.

of

servants

all
were

Itis conceded

to Simon that shd

has been a great sinner, but, on this very
account, he is tayght to excuse what
might otherwise have seemed a theatrical
and excessive manifestation of gratitude.
Neither does the Saviour, in this parable,
admit that Simon loved him even a little.
It is not the aim to deal directly with
Simon's case. The parable might suggest to him that-even a fifty pence debtor
needed forgiveness ; it did seem to imply
that all “men‘are debtors, whether to a
larger or less amount, and that even he

{

years.

While there, his devotion

to the

cause of Christ, the ‘‘ marks” of which all
could plainly see, his deep and tender 'in-

terest in all that pertained to the welfare
of the people, and his winsome manner
as he mingled with them, won for him
the confidence and esteem not only of the
members of his church and congregation,
but of the whole community and town.
Indeed, he seems never to have been dismissed from this, his first charge, except

in form; for until his death—forty years

frem the time he left them—the people
were accustomed to send for him to assist and advise in church work, and to atwho seemed to owe least had nothing to
tend funerals‘and’solemnize marriages in
pay, and stood iu utter need of mercy and
their families, even when they had a pasforgiveness.
It might awaken within
tor who enjoyed their confidence’ and eshim the inquiry, whether, indeed he were | teow Hie accepted a call to the pastorabsolutely without debt, and so*he might
ate of the church in Acton, Maine, in
be led to take the first step toward learn1843, and remained in charge of this
ing that he was himself no less than a
church four years and did faithful and effive hundred pence debtor. But it did not
ficient work.
:
directly apply to him who had never supBy
many
in
Acton
he is still warmly
posed himself to owe anything.
remembered.

As

sandals were commonly worn on the feet,

it was customary

There

Dr. Meredith.)

implied that the latter was a forgiven
and fifty pence
debtor. The woman, as a
left five hundred pence debtor, is compared

supporting themselves: upon
the
elbow, leaving the right hand free for use
in taking food. The body was extended
upon the broad couch with the feet point-

against

AMONG THE NOTE-

(From Rev.

4

much-needed lesson.
Sat down.
The
tables were usually ‘arranged on three
_ sides of a square, and couches were placed
around the outside for guests. On these
they reclined, lying on

GLEANINGS

of Simon,

‘doors to see him off. And after giving and he could no longer follow the work
and receiving tender farewells he turned of preaching which he loved better than
away weeping as he went., We regret any other, he at once took up his pen and
that no records of the result of this jour- said, in this way I will continue 10 work
ney are preserved exceptin heaven, but | for the Master.
He was faithful in the performance of
no doubt great good was done, for God
his
religious duties and private devonever fails to bless such faithful, selftions, never allowing anything to come
denying service.
In Dec., 1834, he married Miss Abbie between him and them. His wife bears
testimony that during all the years of
D. Robinson, of North Hampton, who
suryives him. During all their married their married life no pressure of business
‘life she was a * help-meet” to him in the or presence of any sort of company were
allowed to prevent the morning service
truest sense.
He was ordained in Danof
Bible reading and prayer.
‘
ville, Feb. 16, 1837, the sermon being
He was glways loyal to his denomina‘preached by Rev. N. Thurston. He reHe felt a just pride in’ the people
mained pastor of the Danville church six tion.

After four years his

voice

failed, and he was compelled to close

(From Rev. Dr. John Hall.)

his

How much there isin insincere social labors in Acton, and to leave the work of
life, of outward civility where there is no Lthe pastorate. This was a great grief to
sympathy ! It can becomd ** the thing ” him, as he loved the active work of the
to be civil to certain persons. All this ministry, but he submitted cheerfully and

of his early

choice

and

work for the Master.

in

their

noble

He never felt that

he had made a mistake in becoming
Freewill Baptist.
convictions

of

He had opinions
his

own'/and

a
and

was

him to be a prophet, though he afterward
addressed him as ¢* Master.”
40. 4nd Jesus answering said. Answering the thought in Simon’s heart, for as

ed by coming to his table. Tbe debt is
and sweetly fell “asleep in Jesus.” Thus
sin, or rather, thesense of it. Tt is not
ended the life of one whose influence for
meant that Simon’s
sin was to the

yet mothing had been spoken. He wastes
no time, makes no indirect, R= andshat
approach, but gbes at once to the heart

he had healed her and for wise reasons
said nothing of her sing, leaving the good-

of the case in hand.

Master.

Simon

acknowleges that he is a teacher.
41, 42. The parable is short, beautiful

and expressive.
nent.

Both

are

unable

to

pay.

The

‘woman, though she was

au great

sinner,

forgiven, and now loved him

who had forgiven her with a great love.
«+ To him who has nothing to pay, a debt
-of fifty is as fatal as one of five hundred.”

Nothing can pay the debt we owe, not

«even fervent love and heartfelt gratitude,

ft maust be forgiven, and this it can

be to

If we assume that

ness to do its work in her mind and to
call forth desires for yet - more,
grace, then the whole is clear.

even

for

Or

The debtors are promi-

small and the great alike need forgiveness. Jesus would teach Simon that this
had been

woman's as 50 to 500.

SUNDAY-SCHOOL

NEWS

case

stated the

clearly,

AND NOTES.

In America, the Sunday-school has been
incorporated into the very church organization to an extent hardly understood in
England, certainly not reached there.—S.

** If they feel as they

most. Little love

where there is little

ought _to."—Schaff. To whom he forgave

sense of sin and pardon ; abounding love

‘of, the
where this has takhast” possession
righily. Jus

;

Christiari? bat, ich
betterthe
t most affeqti onate

‘manifes
coud

tn

a

:

will.

insurmountable, brought success

Baptist Sunday-School in Dundein, New
Jealhad, is being erected at a cost of
$5,500. The school numbers 500 scholars.

American’8. 8. Union

has just

Chicago has just given $600 for the work

| of this society.

:

Some ministers affirm that ‘* they ‘can

to

him

and rounded out his long life with useful-

ness.” He was naturally a scholar, pos-

sessing in a high

degree

the

two

ments necessary-for this, viz.,
knowledge,

A building for the Hanover Street. markably retentive memory.

‘Jesus makes a direct appeal to §imon’s received $500 from a gentleman who
: withholds his name. Another gives fifty
.conscience and sense of justice.
dollars once in three months. A firm in
the
stand
s
under
I
As
‘‘
pose
[sup
. 48.

matter.”— Abbott.

the midst of life's battle, which he has
fought so. well, let us look at a few of the
elements of character which, amidst dif-

tiable thirst for

The

it may

truly be said: —¢¢ He being dead yet
speaketh.”
For our encouragement who are still in

ficulties that to multitudes of less courage and perseverance would have seemed

A good report from this far-off island of
every one that repents and believes in the'sea.
|
Jesus Christ as a Saviour. Tell me, therefore. Having

good can never die, dnd of whom

ele-

and taught, taught and

to all, even to the mest lowly.
who tarried longest

at

the

casket,

from

wept most profusely and laid their hands
most tenderly on his brow, gave evidence
that they belonged to the common class,
and that some of them at least knew what
pinching poverty means.
a

This we note as net the least creditable
to the character and life of one who pro-

‘they

really

tried?

.
k at home. 80. thas

‘Then they cart

thei

his last

sickness,

which

resulted

are

in

possible.
to- hii

that

believeth;” ‘if ye have faith as a grain
of mustard seed, ye shall say to this mountain, Remove hence to yonder

place,

and

it shall remove, and nothing shall be
‘impossible unto you.”
Fellow Christians, is there no meaning in these words?
These

promises

are

given

by

a

holy

“of influence,

:

ministers,

laymen,

and

it demands

sister ?

Ok, begin now to

ask.

our God

to arouse the Christian church over the
world to undertake greater things for this
cause than she has ever thought of undertaking before! ¢‘ Ask, and ye shall receive.”

EE

————

.

membersg of the

churches,.

then said :—¢ I have tried my bwn"tight-

the ministry and

laity,

were

oughly

to this

work.

eousness and good yworks and they
proved a perfect failgre. Then I fell
back upon the righteousness of Christ,

well ‘recollect, when a student at Whitestown Theo, School, how, earnestly and

The funeral service

was

observed

in

the Congregational church in Raymond

eral of other denominatians.
‘After the congregation

:

and

relatives

had taken leave of the remains, a most
beautiful and impressive scene occurred
as hig bypthren in the ministry gatherea

“ Oh, how sweet it will be in that beautiful

inga better education than the district
schoo] could afford, and this when it’ was
quite as unusual for young men to attend

Bo free from all sorrow and pain,

land,

.

0.

With songs on our lips, and with harps in our
v

hands,

"

4

expression,

discussion

in

the Star. awakes a desire to offer a few

Revivals of religion, and conbeen in
denomi-

nation. . The leading and most devoted
committed

both * in
thor-

We

faithfully this subject was' set before the
.| students, by the Professors of the school.
We need

not

mention

such

word-painting,

elaborate and artificial management

prévent its ripening. ~ Silver plate may

adorn the table, while wholesome food
may be wanting, and the guests leave in
hunger and complaint. It is the truth
which feeds the hungry, and saves the

soul, and not

the

language,

is present.
»

/

ed.

‘style that other people's

children will

‘listen to them and comprehend
4446. * The application,of the parable say.— Westminster Teacher,
out
‘brings
is sharp and pungent, und

all they
:

|

orYartistic

methods by which the gospel

A well developed and highly educated
brain, may hive beneath it an uncultured,
unbelieving, and unsanctified heart. ‘Out
of the abundance of the heart, the mouth

speaketh.”

A‘heart full of Christ,

wins

sinners to Him.
A. soulless man or
woman is a failure. Creed and denomination above Christ may be another reason for our *‘ falling

away,”

in

revivals

and numbers. Human opinions and interpretations of the Word, denomination-al growth and greatness, occupying the
most prominence in thought and labors,
while Jesus should have the ‘‘pre-emi-

nence” in ll respects, is fatal. That our
creed and people may be popular wmong
the

sects,

make

a

show

of

learning,

church
enterprise
and
capability;
be thought well of by the world, rank higher in the outward, than in former years:
rather than Christian work, among the
poor and lowly, holy living, and a spotless Christian character!
..
How shall eur denomination prosper-in -

gaining numbers,
and make herself more

generally respected and honored?
is
asked, with little reference to the pleas-

ure and glory of God:
are

forgetting
human

that

arrange-

ments, and destined ultimately to disap- ~

pear from among ren, when the fullness
of the gospel shall appear, and the glory
of God :shall cover the earth.’ Christ is
creeds,

above

sects,

above

men,

infinitely above all things.

Easy places,and an easy way of getting"
along, ranging above Christ, and the
places he assigns us, may have considerable to do in procuring the absence of
revivals.

No real success is born of ease,

but of earnest and exhausting labor.
** Woe to them who are at ease in Zion.”
‘ When Zion travails she Jerings forth,”
persistent, agonizing prayer, for sinners ;

self-abnegation, rather than
gence; forgetting ourselves

self-indulfor others’

sake, and Jesus’ sake. To be immersed,
overwhelmed by the spiritof converting

and saving men, has, alas, given way, too
Lmuch, to that of ease, social enjoyments,

and pleasant times.
Faithful Christian visiting, from
to house, directed and

house

enthused

by

the

Holy Ghost, and burdened with responsibility of the ** high calling,”

the terrible

consequences of sin, and the future

desti-

‘ny of sinuers, is almost unknown, at
least to what it has been,in earlier periods
of our history.
alii
Salary above Christ, is another obsta-

cle to revivals. Its love, und honor of it
work death in the soul. *“I will not
preach and labor for Christ, unless well
paid and supported.”
las pay become
Christ, or greater than him?
Does the
commission run, **Go into such pluces as
pay well, and are popular!
Go to the
city, to the rich and refined?” No, “Go
into all the world,” where I send you,
‘and lo! I am with you.” Go into the wilderness after the lost, and search till
found. Return to the speciality of revivals and we shall have them.
AA
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A little more than a year since, my
health began 10 fail, so that early in the
spring I called the physician, who after
atrial found

he did me no good.

another and still another.

1 called

My

appetite

was now all gone and whatever was taken into my stomach gave me such distress
that hunger was much to be preferred to

eating.

My head was so affected that to

study or even read was beyond a possibility. At night I could not rest, by day
I was unableto keep

about

without

an

hour or two of lounging. I was losing
flesh so fast that my friends became quite
anxious and my physician in Portland
advised me,as the only remedy,

to resign

my pastorate and do no reading or

study-

tor at least a yeur. This I could not do,
Marks, Hutchins, Phingey,
with scores of ing
but was losing strength every day: This
other
ministers,

many

of whom

hage

passage of Scripture (James 5: 15),**The

‘fallen asleep,” as occupying the posi-. prayer of faith shall heal the sick,” &c.,
tion named; and whose labors were
crowned with the best of results, in the
direction of revival means and methods.
No one acquainted with the denomination

‘was constantly before m
no reason why the Lord

mind.
aw
might ngs “heal

the sick” now, in these latter days.

As I

read again and again God's promise - I
became confirmed in my belief that the
even 30 years ago, will question for a Jord could make me whole. On the 18th
of September, with an unwavering faith
moment our statement of ** specialty.”
Why then this decline, or paucity of I asked God to fulfill his word ic me, In a
woment, while 1 was yet asking, my
revivals among us? . Have we net as a strength returned,
my health was restored
‘people placed the world ubove Christ? and 1 was every whit whole.” Since
Have not its wealth, honors and pleas- that day I have felt none of my firmer
illness ; have Riictded sat duties; can
ures, attained s prominence which should eat,
study and enjoy life as
be accorded the Maker of all things, | sick. In the first.

rather than lavished on things made? Do
8, to my usual
we
not suffer greater pein and disappointHie remains were then borne by loving
to college or the university. Circum‘ment over temporal losses, than the de- Weight for the Last five years. .°
|
:
collegiat |-hands to the | beautiful village cematery
td the loss of souls?
irda
: “my
illrest tilt the morn g=8f
d taken possession of he-heard-and
~ “But more than this;Oy 1 vow Tite tab een:
the * resurrection. . Perhaps no - in
words ‘the heart, rather than the hand, . where it infused into my soul and . I to-day
base ~
In early life he became well read in can more fitly close this article than belongs, and assumed such pi er over “all my expectations on this and other like
history, especially in English history. He" those spoken by one at the funeral + ** He thought, desire, passion, as leaves’ but passages in God's Word:
“What things soever ye désire, when ye
also made himself familiar with the best lived in the Lord and died as he lived.”
little roum, only a subordinate place, for pra bilieve that ye receive thew, and ye
To meet one another again.”

-

good wows FTE

grati-/ the gospel from the pulpitin such a

of

voice and gesture, rather than a plain, direct; and forceful presentation of Christ,
is too common. The deep and beautiful
foliage of the tree, may hide the fruit,and

.

version of sinners to God, have
past years, a speciality with our

the culture of

and studied order of arrangement, beauty

of style and.

_ BY REV, J. 8. BURGESS.

thoughts.

Have we placed

the intellect, above the salvation of the
soul ? Has the servant and handid of =
religion become the master, to ort didi. rect, and govern our highest relations
and duties? Art-preaching, from system

reeset

REVIVALS
under

is
=

THE LORD ANSWERS PRAYER.

cerning arrangements at his funeral,

He, he, has been my all.”

education above Christ?

above

“We

have too long been like children gathering a few shells on the sea shore “while
the ocean of durk, ignorant, degraded

Father

The worldly heart.is powerless in win<

ning souls to Christ.

faith’'in the Giver of these promises!

7.This subject, now

my Saviour.

|

creeds and sects

what we are wont to regard as a painful
accident and which caused most intense
physical suffering, he did not murmur or
complain or even intimate that it was not
all right.
:
Not long before his death he conversed
freely with members of his family conand

love the world, the love of the
not in him.”.
-

God ; shall we be afraid to claim them?
Why hesitate to act on them now? and
for the sake of millions of dying immortal
souls, let the Christian church undertake
a hundred fold greater things through

from

bis native town.for the purpose of secur-

not preach so as to interest Dochildren.”
these. |'the academy as it is now for’ them to go
Have

‘All things

power

is written,

your earnest, prevailing prayers.
God
will hear prayer. God will let his power,
be felt over the world when his people
come before him, and plead .in Jesus’
name for this Jost world—for the salvation of its dying millions. Shall it be in
answer to your prayers, my brother, my

and

bookson the road, into fields, Yadto bed
to study. Talked with the learned for about the casket to take
their leave, and,
improvement, studied the trees, plants, amid falling tears, softly and sweetly
flowers, winds, clouds and stars.”
'
sang :—
»
- He was among the first who went

It

them, for its salvation;

It was noticed at the funeral that those

an insa- and was largely attended.
Some fifteen
a re- clergymen were present, including sev-

studied, carrying

* all

earth”?

afraid to express them on all proper oc- Christian editors, why should you not
casions. It was well said at his funeral \say to the indifference, covetousness, and
by one who had known him intimately unbelief in our churches: ‘Be thou refor many years:
¢ We always knew moved, and be thou cast into the seas.”
where to find Joseph Fullonton.”
Why not say to the many millions of dolNo traee of egotism could be discov- lurs in the hands of Christians: ¢ Remove
ered in him or his work. His power of hence” to~the Lord's treasuries?
You
attracting the confidence and respect of may, if you will, arouse the Christian
people was somewhat remarkable, and world to do a hundred fold more for the’
since he was regarved in his intercourse,
salvation of this dying world.
Is ‘it not
he doubtless wolf
this respect from others
a holy God that has said, All things areby integrity and exemplary purity of life,
possible to Lim that believeth?”
=
and by eherishing a sincere and unaffectAnd, Christian reader, a word to you.
ed respect for all classes of people.
Are you doing your part in this work?
Though his words were few and discreet, A'lost world demands your money, your
yet they were always kind and respectful
time, your efforts, as far as you can give

and

His own language indicates how great
his thirst for knowledge was:—** Studied

is given

and in

Men

appointed to attend
to this service. Jesus saw and hence his plain dealing without a murmur, trustingly saying, fessed to be and was, in a measure, like
“This woman showed humility and love with the man.
: ‘ Thy will be done.” He returned to his his Master, whom *‘ the common people
| native town, in Jan., 1847, where hen
d gladly.”
for Jesus by taking this duty upon her- |
spent the remainder of his long and: useself.
:
‘ He had great faith in God, and an unIn this supposed case the creditor is the ful life.
g
39. Spake within himself. Thought,
wavering belief that all his dealings with
Saviour, the larger debtor the woman to
without saying.
Wownld have
known. whom Christ had shown favor in’ healitig ~ On Nov. 27, 1880, with “hid family men are right. He never questioned
about him, with intellect clear,
fhith
A@hat Jesus did know soon became evi- her, of” otherwise not recorded,
God's providences, however dark
and
the
strong,
and
in
the
full
hope
of
a
blessed
‘dent.
Simon did not at firstacknowledge smaller, Simon, whom he had also favordent.
mysterious they might seem. During

immortality beyond the grave, he calmly

Him to whom
heaven,

heathenism rolls beyond.”

not

more, in direct opposition tothe plainest
injunctions of Jesus : ‘Love not the world
nor the things of the world,” “If any man

BY A.S. H.

English and Awerican literature of that |

H. F. Woop.
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*

a

the ** King of glory” ? All this and

even

shall have them.”

/

|

‘

.

L
{

;

&

”

case.

' POSSESSING THE LAND.”

4. We call special attention to the following

extracts

sermon

excellent

an

from

with this title, in behalfof the American

last,

in May

Home Missionary Society,

in New

by Rev. Dr. E. P. Goodwin,

York. We regret that we have not room
- for the sermon in full ::
« Behold the Lord thy God hath set the land
before thee: go up and possess it, asthe Lord
God of thy fathers hath said unto. thee.’—
Deut. 1: 21.

This is God swinging the dvor of the
people

his

calling

land of promise, und

to enter. There can be no debate, no delay. The peoplé are not ta consider

diffi-

clear, the

whether the way seems

culties not too formidable, the promise of
door

this

He who swings

success sure.

and sounds out this call isthe King. - His

is

There

command.

advice is always a

hence just one thing for the people to do:
gird on their armor, set their faces lo- ward the hills, push on without halt till
the conquest is completed, and the land
of-corn and wine and-milk and honey is
theirs. To fail of such response is to
disobey God, is to be smitten. therefor
with his sore-judgments. The cost, ingo forward Will
deed, of that refusal to
be the exclusion from the land of the
. whole generation’ of them that disobey,
and the holding back of God’s purpose of

John

Lord,

embraced

an.

area

of

1,600,000 square miles.
(0ld Roman
World, p. 72.) That included, of course,
the Mediterranean Sea. But the single
Territory of Alaska contains an area of
580,107 square miles, or considerably

all these into the Territory of Alaska, and

have 43,454 square miles to cut into strips

wherewith to fence them apart and keep

them from becoming belligerent.
setting Alaska aside, the remaining

from the Mississippi river

West would more than make three of
these combined dominions.
ih
Let me come closer still. Our New

to the

Pacific

ocean, and bidding them go up and possess it in his name.
It is pre-eminently
a land of promise. Of a very large portion of it no description could be truer,
than that which sets forth the Canaan inte which God sought to bring
the children of Israel: ‘The Lord
thy God
bringeth thee into a good land—a land of
brooks of water, of fountains and "depths
that spring out of valleys and hills; a
land of wheat, and barley, and vines,
and fig-trees, and pomegranates; a land
wherein thou shalt eat bread without
scarceness ; thou shalt not Jack anything
in it; a land whose stones are iron, and
out. .of whose hills thou mayest
dig
. brass.”
The call to go in and possess the land
is, I do not hesitate to say, as clear and
emphatic as it was to the Israelites.
God's calls do not all come with a flaming bush, or a voice from the sky, nor by
the lips of prophets, or angels.
No man of Macedonia seen and ‘heard
in the visions of the night, no summons
of the Holy Ghost unmistakably certified,
could make the duty of American Christians clearer or more imperative to send
the tidings of salvation to Japanese,” and
Chinaman, and Turk, and Hindoo, and

African, than do the providential openings for the introduction of the gospel
which offer on every hand.
Like this is the call which comes from
this realm of promise largely hid away
behind the mountains of the far West.’ It
is a mighty call. From every hamlet of
immigrants upon the prairies of Dakota

and Nebraska;

from

every

cattle-ranch

And
New

England States cover an area of 58,348
square miles. - But put all of these States
down in Indian Territory, the smallest of
this whole sisterhoed of ‘the New West,
and we should have enough left for Vermont. - Pot them down in Texas four
times, and then we shall have enough to
spare to make

And

Maine

even, this imperial

and

Connecticut.

State

of

New

York with its 47,000 square miles, might
be so hid away in one corner of Dakota,
or Montana, or California, or Texas, to

say nothing of Alaska,

that

a

traveler,

setting out withdut guideor chart, would
be in danger of never finding it!
I cannot tarry to speak of Washington

Territory and Oregon, with a climate varying only one degreein eleven years
from that of Paris, and.only two or three
degrees from that of London; with fish- |
eries and lumber regions unequaled outside ot Alaska; with coal, and iron, and

lead, and copper abounding; with gold
and silver and other precious
metals,

found whenever

search is made

among

the mountains ; with unsurpassed pasture

lands, where immense herds of cattie and
flocks of sheep are now being kept; with
wheat lands, whose crops

range

from

bushels

twenty-four

to the acre;

never fail, and

to"'a hundred

with

an abundance

of the most delicious fruits ; with a popu-

or

streams

of

Alaska,

swells this call for the people of God

possess

the

land.

After

a

to

somewhat

{"careful and thorough investigation of the
“ extent, condition,

prospects,

and needs of

this New West, I am bold to say that
‘there is no providential opening set before our
American
chorches
whether as respects the vastness

which,
of the

field to be occupied, the urgencies of the
work requiring to be done, the tremendous and dire -econsequences

q

sure

to

re-

sult from delay, or the far-reaching

and

beneficent
fruitage - sure to follow, a
prompt and energetic, gceupancy, at all

compares with this opening in whose

be-

half I come to plead.

my

theme:

Here, then,

is

:

THE DUTY OF URGING
FORWARD
+ UTMOST THE EVANGEIIZATION
NEW
WEST.

:

"P&
OF

THE
THE

I use the term New West for convenjence. 1.mean by it, in general, all
those States and Territories which lie between the western limits of the Mississippi valley and the Pacific ocean; or, more
specifically, I mean Dakota, Nebraska,
Kansas,

Mexico,

Indian

Arizona.

Territory,

Colorado,

Texas,

New

Wyoming,

Montana, ldaho, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon, Washington Territory, and

Alaska. In speaking of this region—and
I shall deal chiefly with that portion of it
whose eastern border lies nearly a thousand miles west of Chicago—1 do,.not

in. I cannot stay to describe Dakota, with
100,000,000 acres of tillable land—enough

to make a half-million of first class farms

than Connécticut.
Nor Idaho and Montana, with river valleys of great extent

and astonishing fertility—16,000,000
acres of the richest bottom lands

wealth that is- beyond all calculation—
$100,000,000 of gold already sent out
of Montana;

saying,

that

a climate
realizes

that defies

Montesquieun’s

* Climate is the most

powerful

of all empires, and gives guaranty alone
development.”
Nor
Utah
of future
with agricultural possibilities that would
enable it; nsing only the natural means
of irrigation, to supplysthe nation with
bread; with mineral resources that, in
the estimation of some, entitle it to be
considered the richestor all the States and

“Merritqries. Nor New Mexico, and Colorado,
¥and Arizona, with
delightful
health-giving climates, with immensely

rich grazing lands and others that yield

enormously when irrigated, and fabulous-

Ig rich in the precious metals. Nor Nevada, leading all these mining regions
thus far with her $50.000.000 annual production of silver and gold.
Ner Califor-

nia, imperial in every department
of
wealth, in adaptations to stock raising,
in agricultural resources and mines.
I
can not, [ repeat, dwell on. this inviting” theme, and set forth in detail
the

facts

as

to

the

amazing

richness

of these great western empires: I can
only give these hints in a’ passiag way
and express the. belief that whoever,
will take the trouble to gather
up
the information and get at the truth, will
share my astonishment at the marvelousness of the material resources which will

at

confront him on every side.

to

And the question of the rapid filling up
of all this vast territory with population
ho

admits of no debate.

Immigration is now pouring in its living tides at unprecedented rates. A hundred thousand settlers took up their home
in Dakota last year; in Nebraska another

If I specialize this newer field, it is beless

with

disense, and

my inquiries, made the most pressing appeals for the men and thé money wherewith to prosecute their work.
mE
canse the facts about it are

of
in

Montdna alone with g¥azing. lands not
surpassed, if equaled;
with
mineral

all forget the needs of the older. West.
Language as emphatic as any I shall use
can be used, and without any abatement,
of ‘the needs of Michigan, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, lowa, and Missouri, Indeed,
the Superintendents of missions in those
States, have, in their letters of reply

Known,

and the emergencies which call for. vigorous efforts in introducing the'gospel and
its associated sgencies of Christian civili. zation, are peculiarly great. First in the
+ plea for urging this work of home ‘evan-

hundred

thousand,

and

in

Kansas

one

hundred and forty «thousand. Leadville,
two years ago only a dreary valley in the
mountains, has now.a population of 35,000,

gelization, I put:

and is confident of doubling that number
before the snow flies next autumn,

THE EXTENT AND RESOURCES OF THE
Lt,
. FIELD.

mines

this, In ourschool-days we were wont
to read of the imperial city of the seven
hills as the mistress of the world. And
of

the

Cmsars.

New

opéning-ih the Gunnison and San

Juan countries, and said to be richer than
any yet found elsewhere, - are drawing a

1 is very.difficult to adequately realize

that picture of the realm

tkey not only want

more.

men,

but

are
continually emptying
themselves.
They are the natural reservoirs of whatever is uneasy, turbulent, antagonisfic to
either God or wan,among the populations
across the sea,
They are also the natural

the

ties.

Victor Hugo says the Duke of Wel-

[To be continued. ]

lington picked out Waterloo as the spot
for a great battle a year before the battle
took place; and the choice of ground had
not a little to do with holding Napoleon
back till Bliicher and victory came. Putting

population

|

which, as it passes through

Denver, has been estimated at from 2,000
to 5,000 per week.
:
In the month of April just closed. there
have arrived at Castle Garden 43,261 immigrants—a greater number than ever before reached our shores in a single month,
and steamers were known to be on their
way which would carry the total up to
47,000. or 48,000.
All this exclusive of

those received at other ports; as, for example, at Baltimore, where nearly 2,000
arrived in a single vessel.

what treméndous
te | theseBut facts
put upon us,

Aid

It enables

initiative

to take the

face the saloon, the

the

missionary

Jess than ton; not one but feels that he

’

i

$

~

wg
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ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE,’AND GIVES IT TONE AND

under

with

Forthecareof Ki.ncy Complaints of eithe.”

down,

disciples who,withoutsucha rallying-place
and the helps to Christian steadfastness
and courage it offers, are sure to be swept
off their feet and be wrecked by the surg- |
ing tides of iniquity. Still further, the
gospel thus entering the field ut the outset would get Gods truth into men’s

will have

and that this country

to deal with within even the next decade,
I have grave apprehensions as to the isWendell Phillips declares that ‘ no
sue.
thoughtful man can feel sure that one
And Mr. (Gladstone,
fifty years hence.”
with eooler head and more philosophic
and statsmanlike foresight, while testifying

out of

a

friendship whose

can doubt: ** The American

two hundred to the square

mile,

lic, and that were

1ething

years, we must do 8

than

more

watch the waving of the starry flag, or
burn powder and mouth patriotic platitudes on. the fourth of July.
Take then, as connected with these new
mission>fields, this nondescript complexi-

that after clinging for

to the hope that the

twenty-five

gospel can

paganism on our shores,

stitutions.

Has

he,

or our

and the

free

many

I

#5

upon his time -

And

when

ES REX

be
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than
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certificate of Prof. Edison, who authorizes the pub-

that

before

and seek, by experiments, for the desired relief. He
had taken all the well known sedatives, which gave
only temporary relief, and produced nervousness,
loss of appetite, &c. He now sought for a combination of such remedies as would, by outward application, cure him of his distress and at same time not
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convinced {hat he must become his own physician

No higher testimony could

out pagan ideas, which have been more
and more revealing themselves in these
years. Do these things mean anything?
One of these Superintendents writes me

Morocco,
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supervision.
The dumber of remarkable cures, and the suffering Polyform has saved, attest tie wisdom and phil:
antrophy of this course.
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pein, and in every case the relief was perfect.
The cures performed by his gifts of Polyform be-

ex-
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eaition is a selection
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his discovery upon others who suffered from nervous

Englishman,
Another
same reason.”
still more famous;*Lord Macaulay, predicted years ago that, when the population of the United States should reach
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time expires.

the proeeedings of the first sixteen sessions.

POLY FORM.
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for

to say, ** I am afraid of America
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of every session, and the

Gratified with the result upon himself, he tested

territory fitted to be the base ofthe largest
continuous empire ever established by
[am proud of America because of
man.
y also constrained
her physical capacit-is

used.
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when
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obligations do
of this blasphemous, bloodds disciples of the principles
were essentially what un- |
socialist
thirsty
Christ, to see that these thyonging multi- derlay. and’originated the riots at Pius¢
tudes are supplied with the gospell. .A
rial States..and.|- burg three years ago.
half-seore--of - thesei
ET A
1lltne
seed -thabbEILES
Blch “haryests
Territories, gathering within their-borders™ is nowhere
being sown with such lavish
from:10,000 to 100,000 people year by hand as in tliese new western communiyear!
NO wondet these missionary Su- ties, for whose future I'express my fears:
Betintandants, évery one of them, from “Into them the international, ‘societies; andl
lichigan
to Oregon, send out their ut- secret labor leagues, and. Jacobin clubs,
one extreme to the other of its western gent appeals 'for more men.
Not one
half. Lest you deem this an éxaggera- that thinks he can possibly get along with and atheistic, infidel, rationalistic organ.
izations of every name iu the Old World,
tion, take the more exact statement of the
[

:

By

Prics, $1. Six Bottles to one address, $5.

lation in Washington Territory of 50,000
projects, or mining stocks are at stake;
or 60.000, and in Oregon of 150,000 or but when the things of the Kingdom are
175,000, and immigration pouring rapidly, concerned, we fold our hands and say vir-

among the grama grasses of Colorado “of 160 acres each, and 100,000 immigrants crossing its borders last year; nor
and New Mexico; from every mining Texas,
able, as President Grant has recentgulch among the mountains flashing with ly stated,
to match, acre for acre, all the
silver and gold which shut in Montana, wheat lapds
of the other States, and then
Idaho, and Nevada like the fabled treashave
an
area
equal to Illinois for pasturure valleys of the oriental story; from
glso, to take within its boundevery lumber camp in the pineries of Or- age;.able,
all the fifty millions of our popula. egon; from every fishing and fur statien “aries
tion, and then be less thickly populated
along the coasts

ought to have twenty, and from that on,
until ene of them insists upon having a
hundred at once for the Southwest.” And

want men of the highest order of ability
-—men able, as one ofthe Superintendents places of refuge for all in our own counwrites me, to ‘‘ head a college, shape try who are soured by misfortune, misanmore than one-third of the -dominion
gf communities, lead reforms.” Or, to sum thropic, seekers of radical reforms, renethe (‘eesars. And, rejecting Alaska, the up, *“ More men, mere money,” is the cry gades, moral pariahs. They are hence,
in the nature of things, a sort of bot-beds |
remaining States and Territories of the from every part of this great field.
If, now, the question I am considering where every form of pestilent error is
New West, embracing, as they
do,
1,862,012
square
miles, eonsiderably were one singly of the expediency of in- sure to be found and to come to quick
more than match the vast area of the em- ereasing our missionary forces in these fruitage. You can hardly tind a group of
western fields, the case might be rested ranchmen or miners. {rom Colorado to
pire. Let us take a more modern comparison. here. The vastness of the land te be pos- the Pacific, who will not have on their
Great Britian, including Scotland, Ireland, sessed, the certainty and rapidity of in- tongues’ end the labor ang of Denis |
and Wales contain 121.115 square miles. crease alike in population and in material "Kearney, the infidel ribaldry of Robert
We can carve Great Britain out of New resources of every kind, the immediate Ingersoll, the socialistic theories of Karl
Mexico, and have a fringe to spare; out and large returns sure to come from Marx. And when such seed-sowing comes
of Montana, and have enough left to money expended and efforts. put forth, to harvest, it will be worse than that from
make three Caledonias; out of Dakota, would furnish ample reasons for a vigor- the dragon's teeth of the old mythology.
and have almost enough left to make ous prosecution of the work. But there It will be men without the fear of God or
Scotland ; -out of California, and have are most urgent and weighty. reasons’ of man ; men who will “only need ' some
more than enough to make Scotland and: another kind which call imperatively for American Danton or Robespierre to head
There is, for instance, the them, to re-enact the reign of terror on
Ireland. We ean carve it twice out of this advance.
obvious and irreparable less which the our own soil. As De Tocqueville well
Texa®, with Scotland to spare.
failure to take early possession of mission says: ‘‘ Despotisms may govern without
Or, again: Great Britain, France, and
faith, but liberty cannot.” And unless.
Germany are the three foremost domin- ary ground involves.
our Christianity addresses
itself to its
THE LOSS THROUGH NEGLECT.
ions of modern civilization. Great Brittremendous task with an energy hitherto
ain embraces
121,115
square
miles;
By the witnessof all our laborers there unknown, the next generation
will see a
France,
204,079;
Germany,
211,459.
is vast advantage in starting gospel work
Taken together, these countries contain abreastof all the other forces which have half-score ,at least, of these western States
536,653 square miles. But we can put to do’with molding these new communi-- and Territories ** without faith.” And
then will come the hour of danger.

blessing for the nation for forty years.
Something so, as I eonceive, is God

‘now swinging before his people the. door
to this mighty territory that stretches

~

Dr.

The Roman Empire, according to
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was

D.D.,

de-

:

of monopolies.

. . ANSWERED.

3!

week

the

past

York, and then see if the

in New

great

monopo-

to us, as we have read reports of religious

Scribner's says:

revivals carried bn by men \, whom we
have no reason to doubt are bad at heart.
Ought they to be called ** religious revivals”? Ought the converts made under
the leadership of such persons to be re-

since Huntington, Hopkins & Co. were
hardware merchants of limited means in
San. Francisco. They built the Ce
Pacific Railroad, and deserved

than

the

pol

It is little ‘more

fifleen

years

threé

0

' tomary probationary period, and more
than the ordinary evidence of changed
hearts’?
2
Regarding the matter as dispassionately
as we can, we may perhaps admit that
some good results maf flow from such
work, carried on by such men.
And we
can admit so much, “without either believing.or granting that God approves of

Twelve years

have

rolled

around,

and

recent estimates, based upon legal proceedings necessary in the estate of Mrs.
Hopkins, place the partnership wealth: of

there is a tendency with

Mr. Leland Stanford at $34,543,308; that
of Mr. Charles Crocker at $34,495,458 ; that

of Mrs. Hopkins at $25,280,972, while Mr.
Huntingtons wealth is estimated even
higher than that of Messrs. Stanford and
Crocker.
It is about twenty years since the
late: Mr. Vanderbilt graduated from the
steamship business into railroad management; his possessions at that time were

the men who lead in such work, however
he may aceept those who, stirred to a

Baptists, in common with other denominations, have already countenanced ‘quite

which he cleared

His still and

$500

in

six

:the grocer’s

months.

savings

have

+ too much of this kind of work. There is grown into the Standard Oil Company.
‘no doubt, in our mind, that this. good na- It has a capital, nominally $3,500,000 but

really much more, on which it divides
among its stockholders every year millThis company
,‘tarding our.numerieal growth,
nor that the ions of dollars of profits.
‘individual, and the church, and the broad- | has for years controlled the production,
‘er organization that has helped to shield manufacture and export of such -a -usewad sustain them, have contributed to ful article as kerosene oil, its price at
home and abread, and the quality that is
that ivfluence.
“tured winking at such sinners in the last
twenty years has had its influence in re-

‘New

Testament

discipline

in

our

put upon the market.

Of the Company

churches, excépt in a few cases, would be

itself the Atlantic says:

remark, in the last years of his life,

are, exactly what their capital is, and
what are their relations to the railroads,

a moral impossibility,” was the frequent

of a

Freewill Baptist veteran who has been
only a little while in heaven. Is that so?
The statement ought to be somewhat
modified, but there is enough truth in it

to awaken apprehension.
But suppose one church or organization

of churches has éffected discipline
Jdndividual

case.

Unless

that

in an

action

be

respected and sustzined by other churches
und organizations, what ‘useful results

‘have been achieved?

The theory of in-

dependence that ignores the proper

tions of things, the charity

rela-

that sinks to

mere sentimentalism, and. the

desire

‘present good that would overlook

for

or dis-

count harmful results in the future, tend

"to weukness rather than strength.
The questions with which we set out
“have naturallyded us this

way.

We

do

_ (mot believe that the Lord permits sinnors
to do his work very long, nor that he al-

Just who

nobody knows except in part. Their officers refused to testify before the supreme

court of

Pennsylvania,

;

it well to cultivate that class of workors,Is orto
hope for much from their work?
>

the

late

New

York Railroad Investigating Committee,
anda committee of Congress. The New
TE

co

es fond there was

nothing

tatbe learned from them, and was compélled to confess its inability to ascertain
as

much as-is desired

to know ¢¢ of this

mydteriond organization, whose business
ang
Jansactions are of such a character
thatSts;members declined giving a history or description, lest their testimony be
used to convict them of crime.”
It is to cheek the encroachment of such

will be that of prohibition, and that * for once

There are

subjects

(6) that the civil

to

law must

prevail

over

Papal laws; (7) that the free exercise of
religions ought to be allowed in all countries; (8) thatcivil marriages are valid;
(9) that the domain of morals may be
treated apart from the decreesof pontiffs,

and (10) that civil duty and allegiance
may be taught and treated with a similar
freedom.

= But

these

principles

are

all

condemned in the creed of the Romanists.
‘‘ Where shallwe draw the line?” asks
the Bishop. ** For" a hundred years of

smooth

which

Sin and its consequenc-

unbelieving, who reject or procrastinate, |
he speaks

with

warning.

These

are on no account to be withheld,

words
lest the

sinner die in his iniquity and his blood be
required at the watchman’s hand.
Who will presume to be wiser or better
than God, who has dictated the message?
Who will improve upon thé words of him
who spoke as never man spoke? Yet he
preached beth the acceptable year of the
Lord and the day of vengeance of our
God. Jonathan Edwards was one of the
meekest and

kindest

of

men,

yet

none

>>

1 TuE INTEREST IN REvivais.
We
heartily rejoice fo find the brethren so interested in this subject of revivals of religion. It is encouraging, also, to find
that they have so great a desireto witness
more of them, and particularly so to no-

tice that they give the chief place to the

direction and influence of the Iloly Spirit
in promoting them. Human means are
not and should not be overlooked. If they
are, the revivals will doubtless

be

fewer

in the future than they are at present.
But first and chiefest there must be a
looking to God, a seeking for divine:

more faithfully exposed the subterfuges
of error or more plainly denounced the
consequences of persistent rebellion. Exguidance, zeal and earnestness in the
perience demonstrates that those most
work, and an unquestioning faith. We
strict to their trust and - impartial in disprin
a liberal
t installment of articles on
pensing the Wotd are uniformly most sucthis topic on the first page. Some of the
cessful in winning souls.
;
statements in them may not be of the
It is not harsh or unkind to proclaim most cheering character but such do not
,
the word of warning.
It is making no
apply to our own churches exclusively.
unworthy appeal. It is no vain assump- On all sides there is a discussio of this
n
tion. There may have been an injudicious revival feature
of Christian work. May

use of those as of other divine

messages.

The doctrine of retribution is a fundamental and essential one as God has revealed it, and adapted to the

circumstan-

it result

gloriously.

Certainly

their salvation, that we

speak

the

whole

warn-

THE RIGHT OF THE PEOPLE.
In an article on * Theology in the Publie Schools” in the North American Review, Bishop A. C. Coxe makes a’strong
case in behalf of the right of the people to
have the Bible

retained

nr

the

schools.

The enormous worth to a people, he says,
of such a bond as exists in the hereditary
Bible can not be undervalued.
He once
heard Father Loyson in Paris attribute the
vast superiority of the English in all. that
makes freedom a possibility and a lasting
possession, to their knowledge of the Bi-

ble in their own tongue, ** so that its ‘old
Shemitic
thought

proverbs
and
formulas
and
expression
are

sorbed in the habits of the race;

with so

good theories of revival work as our contributors have

set

forth,

actual

results

may be hoped for in tlie coming months.
It is not wholly the theories about revivals

ces of a sinful world. Bat it should ever
be spoken in love, and manifestly for the
j that we or our contributors
sinner’s welfare. Itis for the love we
the revivals themselves.
bear them, the yearning of our hearts for
truth. Itis for them to heed the
ing, that it may not be in vain.

want;

it is

even

in-

ered in America sitnultaneously with the
>

+o

rowing its felicitous idioms, in their endeavor to turn their point and beauty
against the source from which they

tics, and it finds that whereas in 1860

bor-

were

the

It is just this bond that binds denomination reported 1,264 parishes. in

the people that the National Asti-Monop- the American people in‘ a stronger and the United States, in 1880 it reported only
oly League has been formed. It is not safer unity than any other tie, It is the 916—a decrease of 308, or‘about twentyCommunistic. - Its leading spirit is Mr. basis and the defense of ur Christianity, five per cent. in twenty years. Of this
L. E. Chittenden, who is, also its Presi- and the eonviction is strong in this coun- decrease 133 were outside of New Engdent, and iz one of the five men who try, among alk thinking classes,
that land, and 175 in New England; as foloriginally started the old Free Soil party: when our Christianity disappears, our lows: In Maine, a loss of 48; in New
He has always been noted for his warm national estate must perish with
it. Hampshire, 43; in Vermont, 18 ip Mas-

advocacy

of

the

rights of thq masses.
How completely
the League*is in sympathy with the

fundamental principles of the Federal
Constitution may be seen in its following
brief platform of principles:

+“ Corporations,

—justice
for

=

the. creation

both,”

~~

.

=

of

~~

a

in the history of the world moral reform
have a hand in the politics of a nation.”

will

pose) published at Fremont, N. C., as ** the organ of the Freewill Baptist church of ' North
: Carolina.”
R.K. Hearn is the editor. .

-more the light of the home, and

the

cen-

figures given
In 1834 there

in their own Year-Books.

were 25 Universalist parishes ** within ten

Cerin’

On

ing

in,

the. America of

rr

ro a

A

LLL

ation has increased nearly
five-fold: _Our'contemporary adds:
:

:

x
s

i

v
.

»

Is

bl

.
h

.

erst)

that

sermons,

begining of better days.

We find that the extracts that we wished

to print from Dr.
Goodwin's
missionary
sermon.
exceed
the
space’
at our
command this week; so we are obliged
to defer the remainder until next week.
The extracts appear on the third page, and will re-

man?
J
3
During the past year

the

has raised and expended

about $200,

Houlton® church
in

refit-

ting the inside of their house of worship, as a
centennial offering, The walls and ceiling
have been neatly painted and frescoed in oil,
the woodwork varnished and additional lamps
putin.
Itis proposed to cushion the pews
during the spring at a cost of about a hundred
dollars more. . The work has been done by the

Ladies’ Circle.

!
New Hampshire.
Rev, Nathan Jones of Canaan is at liberty to

in

of correspond with any church in want of a
procuringa temperance testimonial to Mrs.
preacher.
is
Hayes, ascertained beyond a doubt that no
The F. B. church tind society at Alton Cor** rum punch,” either * frozen” or liquid, is
ner lately gave their pastor, Rev. C. M.' Emever dispensed at the White House, nor does
ery, and wife a donation, which, with presthe President take wine at home or abroad—
ents previously received, amounted to $50.
reports to the contrary notwithstanding.
They also acknowledge
the kindness and symteferring to the article ** Revivals or Survipathy of friends in time of need, occasioned by
vivals,” on the first page, it seems to be a good
the fire which consumed the house in which
time to repeat our unchanging rule, that we
they were living, on the morning of. Feb, 14.
cun not be held responsible for the opinions
During the week of prayer union religious
and theories of our contributors.
meetings were lteld in the two churches in the
If we were
to choose a condition of survival instead of re- village, ¥. Baptist and Congregationalist.
vival, we should wish to witness a glorious reRev. N. C. Lothrop, of Bristol, has revival before entering upon the permanent surceived a call to become pastor of the Farnumsvival condition.
ville, Mass., church.’
mE
Down in North Carolina they apparently take
Vermont.The Rev, E. B. Luller and wife express
such commonpl
‘ occurrenc
acees as murders
their thanks to the Huntington church and
very quietly, and moreover, the papers there
friends for a donation visit on Feb. 9, the prohave a polite way of speaking about them
ceeds of which together with a Christmas
which is altogether charming (?). Instance the
present amounted to §75.
following from an exchange:
* We regret
Tue Literary Instituteat Lyndon closed a sucvery. much tofearn Mr. W. J. Carr, a prominent citizen ‘and merchant™of Sauls’ Cross cessful term last Friday with the usual exhibition service in the evening...... The church at
Roads, was fatally shot in the head, neck and
Lyndon has realized $25 from an antiquarian
shoulder on Friday night of last week.
Mr.
supper to replenish the Sunday-school library.
Ben Ellis did the shooting.” . It is well to recall Thomas Carlyle’s belief
on one point: “The older ¥ grow—and
I
now stand upon the brink of eternity—the
more comes back to me the ‘sentence in the

catechism, which I learned when a child, and

the fuller and deeper its meaning becomes,
* What is the chief end of man?’ ‘To glorify

God and to enjoy him for ever.”

No gospel

of

dirt, teaching that men have descended from
frogs through monkeys, cam ever set that
aride.”
The brewers have- all turned temperance
men and are diligently circulating Dr. Crosby’s recent Monday address in Boston.
The
New York Independent, by the way, is the
onlypaper of any note which we have seen
that offers any support to Dr. Crosby’s
Calm
- View of Temperance,” and we have been unable to discover just what its position is. For
instance, Dr. Crosby now declares total abstinence to be a good thing and ‘‘ the total abstinence system a very wicked thing,” The Independent makes a mysterious reference to some

difference between ** the total abstinence

sys-

tem” and a “ system of total abstinence terrorism.” What does it mean?

Following the precedent set in its wellknown ‘ Whittier” and * Emerson”
mbers,
The Literary World for Feb. 2 is v Nong.
fellow number.”
From a dozen States-from
Maine to California, from the far South, from
Nova Scotia, and from England, it has assembled some fifteen pages of matter, descriptive,
critical; and congratulatory, addressed to Mr.
Longfellow and his writings.
There are upwards of fifteen articles, a half-dozen or more
original poems, and a complete bibliography
of Longfellow, one ‘most important fexyt
of
which is a list of the translations of h
ritings, now published for the first tine,
extending to upwards of 70 titles. There is also
a new and capital portrait of Longfellow, and
a variety of illustrative extracts from his po-

One who has been a ‘subscriber, rider
.and friend of the Star for several years was
obliged to give up the paper at the begin ning of the year, being unable to pay for
it, on account of the failure of her own

health, and the entrance of death in” the

home circle daring the past year.
On Jan. 27th, her heart was again glad-

;

Rev.

hart is called to succeed him.

Lock-

'

Island.

Hhode

at St.

Mr.

Rev. F, E. Davison closed a successfiil

pas-

torateat Pawtucket of a little more than three
years’ duration, on the first Sunday in Febru-

ArY.iesoas Rev. A. Given entered his new field
at Auburn

Installation

and Arlington, Feb. 6.

services have been held in both places.
New York.
chureh.
God is still blessing the Phenix
Last Saturday tive juore
nnited, three were

baptized, and on'Sunday, os

17 received

‘the right hand ef fellowship.
ore are to follow soon.
The church is greatly encouraged,
and they have many reasons for being thankful.
Rev. E. Smigh closes his labors wilh the
Hague church, Murch 1st. Any charch wishing a pastor can address him at Hague, Warren Co., N. XY. During his connection with
this church quite a number have been added
to the membership, and the church building
has been newly repaired and good has been
accomplished.
The church recently made hini
a donation of $118, as un appreciation of his
:
labors.
On Feb. 19, five more united with the Pha nix church, three being baptized, and on Sunday following 17, Jocelved the right hand of
fellowship. “More are to follow soon.
The pastor, Rev. A. F. Bryant, and wife ac-.
knowledge a dation of $200, in Dec., from
the Springfield and,
East Concord churches.

+++++« West Falls church is experiencing a re-

vival under
Basset.

the

labors

of

Sister

Carrie

.
Province of Quebec.
Mr. Leroy 8. Bean, of the Stanstead

A.

Q

M.,

is a licensed minister and not ordained, us

ap-

pears by the Register.
-

'

.

pe

+ Western.
’ Ohio.

Rev.W. J. Hartsook,

a -licentiate

of the

Huntington church,was ordained at Ewington,

Feb. 13, at a session of the Athens Q. M.

Rev. L. D. Boynton will close his labors
with the Auburn; Maple Grove and Hiram
Rapids churches April next, and is at liberty
to correspond with any church desiring to do
0.
P. O.
address,
Mantua,
O......The

Geauga and Portage Q. M. consists of eight
churches und has but two pastors; one having
charge of two churches, the other of three,

baving relinquished one last fall, and the other
three are pastorless.

One, the Mantua church,

never a Javge one, has become so small and
weuk, and the ground being occupied by other

dened by its welcome appearance at her:
fireside with its subscription paid a year in

advance.

.-s+so. Rev, C. 8, Frost closed his labors

Johnsbury last Sunday, and

‘

To the unknown friend or friends, who:
have thus kindly sent its pleasant pages to

‘denominations, and having no
ship,it is thought

best

to

house of wor-

drop

the

church

from the list and receive the members into 'the
other churches of the Q, M., as has been done

recently with the Troy

church. The

Nelson

illumine lier lonely hours she would return

church, also very small, has lost “its , influence
over the communityby neglect of discipline

sincere and heart-felt thanks, praying that

ter church, very much encouraged since the Q.

and is losing some of its members.

God's blessings and the influence of his
rit may rest upon them.
When sorrow
or affliction comes to them may kind friends

*M., will doubtless soon secure a pastor.
|
i
Hlinofs.
Rev. T. O. McMinn has just closed
kanda Q. M., resulting in 54 additions
church,
*
a
;

A. A. W.

the

val work in Warren chapel, Knox Co. Our
correkpondent says:- *‘Rev.8. T. Dodge, »

Freewill Baptist brother, an evangelist and a’
faithful man of God, having signified his Will-

ingnexs to labor in this a Methodist communig

own heart.

to
:

A communication, which has been somewhat delayed,is received referring to a revi-

% 2

to her

a

very interesting series of meetings in the Ma-

‘Author of every good gift, and tq. the unknown donor she opened the paper, and the
first piece her eyesrested upon was theone

home

The Ches-

ith

th

domonsiration-

¢r.” He has not
of the $pirit and with power.
-shunned to declare ‘ all the counsel of God.

The resnltg-are blessed, - Prejudice has given

way. Harmony
im our own chuggh has been
restored,

and unity of feeling

and

effort

se-

cured between members of different denominations.

Believers

have

been

quickened

and

Leanctified, long standing difficulties which va-

TIP

a

to the

holding the pastorate of three churches. The
question is asked, is not this too much for one

oa

-~

attend-

received

worked in revival meetings 18 weeks,’ besides

more generally observed this year than ever
before.
Revivals in various places are reported by our own correspondents and by those of
other papers, which we hope may be only the

3

J

think, too,

work with the
M., Rev. G.: M.
visited 251 dif

churches some fifty members, aided in the
work of building one
meeting-house,
and

It is affirmed that the Week of Prayer was

Washington, and of the ¢éntury that came
Corporations are hot all bad nor are after him, will have perished forever.
“Thesut statistics indicate what would
© «We have before us the most exquisite- their methodsall selfish. But there. oan
To the writer she would offer this trib=- |
The Romanists, for instance, object to seem on other grounds to be plainly. true
ly designe: 20d superbly executed picture be no doubt that their tendency in the
ute.
The words comforted.a. burdened
—that
Universal
ism has been of late
| the common Bible in the public. schools,
of the Lord's Prayer ever issued. It is
heart and to-day her trust inGod Is strong- ;
years
less
active
and
aggressi
ve
than
last
few
years
has
been
such
4s
to
raise
but
at
the
‘same
timein one of these formerly
* ope of the most* magnificent Pure Line
when under the leadership of er for-having read them and taken them
. -Steél-Plate engravings ever made in this most serious apprehensions. We be- schpols in New York Bishop Coxé found Rev.
Hosea Ballou.
We

have turned to
quickened, and
the fold. of ,the

ed 320 religious meetings,

that are dry skeletons for want of their aid.”

ter of all noble loves and relations; when’ .miles around Boston,” but there are mow entitled** Trust in God.”
:
all these blessings shall bave been forfeit- only
The writer was unknown,
yet
27
parishes
in
the
same
as
she read,
ks
—
territory
the ed in Amerioa;asth hayebeenin othe
Say
aig
81

meetings the new vestry will scarcely ficcommodate the congregation.
As a result of a

ferent families, preached 180

On the question of women speaking in meeting the Watch Tower remarks that *¢ theré
are many prayer-meetings that would be dry
skeletons without their aid, as there are many

pay the thoughtful reader.
Miss Frances E.\Willard, who was lately
Washington in SeAnestion with the work

The services at the church in Presque Isle
are well attended; at the Sabbath evening
few extra meetings’ sinners
Christ, the church has been
wanderers have sought anew
Shepherd.
:
_ During the last year in his
churches of the Aroostook Q.
Park has traveled 2,686 miles,

The Free Will Baptist is the name of a new
24-column religious paper (weekly, we sup-

Bighop Coxe adds:
=~
=
comfort, and cheer them n« truly as this
What may come from anarchy, when | Cmestient, 9; ‘Massachusetts, :
and and Conpecticpt have lost one- ‘act of kindness has cheered and strengthenthe Shiielgoig bell has ceased to be
heard in the land; when religion no more third, and New
Hampshire more than ‘ed her heart and her faith. With a heart
sanctifies the birth, the bridal, and the one-half of their Universalist
parishes overflowing with thankfulness to God, the
funeral; when the matron and the maid, since 1870,
according to the

and the Christian family the other, are no

. ** We advocate and will support. and
defend the rights of the many as against
the privileges for the few.

sachusettsy53; in Rhode Ishind; 43 and

as Christian marriage has made the one,

¢¢ Our principles : Anti-monopoly.:

church is unitedly laboring for the Master.

The Standard cherishes a kind of far-off
hope that the next great issue in this “country

‘|

five

care,

This church has been graciously visited of late
and some forty have been reclaimed and converted, including over twenty married persons. The good work still goes on and the

not be

Benominational Retos.

of
high-priced edition.
ab4-0-4

unbelief unconsciously

will

and

others were received to its watch and

overlooked.

| believed that the English Oxford Press
(the
official publishers) would be willing
to"issuea cheap popular edition of the
New Testament, provided they can be
convinced that the demand for such an
edition in this country is great enough to
warrant it. To test the extent of this demand our readers are requested to send ‘ems, happily introduced as texts
to the several
at once to I. K. Funk & Co., 10 .and 12% articles.
:
=
Dey St., New York} their naies, stating
how many copies they are willing to take
for themselves and friends, provided the
price per copy be not more than 25 cents,
postage free. These would be the official
Bh
A Thank Offering. ™N
eopies, printed in Oxford, England, . from
the original plates, and would be deliv+.

17 THE alleged decline of the Univeralist denomination in this country has led
the Congregationalist to look up its statis-

fidelity and

hip of the Sprague’s Mills church,

Judge Hoke’s plea, on an inside page, in be-

the

fine the civil rights of ecclesiastics; (5)
that the church may not employ force;

to- choose

and

BRIEF NOTES.
Rev. T. T. Munger likeps the late Thomas
Ha
Carlyle to John the Baptist.

of all our social and moral

principles of the Constitution. Fér example, in teaching Catholics the principles of the Constitution we teach them (1)
the liberty of the press; (2) liberty of
conscience and of worship; (3) liberty of
speech; (4) the power of the State to de-

indeed

On Feb. 19, four were added to the member-

balf of the sehool at Flemington,

is

Eastern.

and heart.

Dogmatic theology is not of course to
be toleratedin the schools
‘in any case.
That is taught at home and in schools
for that special purpose.
But apart
from dogma, the education of children
in the Bible as a classic, and gs the base
ideas,

Blinisters and Churches.
Maine.

3

es, diligently searched out and faithfully American freedom, the Bible and its maxapplied, arouse remonstrance and opposi- ims have been honored and, in some detion. But such teaching can not be with- "| gree, taught in our public schools. Who
held in consistency with faithfulness.
It is the worse for it? Certainly not the
is not for us to choose what might be Romanists, who have derived from our
most agreeable to ourselves or our ‘hear- State laws unbounded franchises, and
ers, but to learn their condition, the truth from our State treasury immense endowThey teach that no Romish state
of God concerning: them, and declare it ments,
ought even to tolerate us, in a reverse of
plainly.
.
GM has set watchmen on the walls of circumstances. Obviously, as soon as
Zion to unfold the whole truth. He sends they become the majority, we shall not
the glad tidings, the view of love and even be tolerated. May it not be wise for
mercy, proclaiming the rich provisions of us to hold by our civil rights as heretogracé. He invites with the fullness of fore understood ? - They are a better
the paternal heart.“It is delightful to re: means of self-preservation than such as
ceive and hear such messages. He speaks would*be our sole resource should Rome
also with other voices as the case re- obtain the majority, and begin to act up‘quires. To those who are indifferent and on the principles of the syllabus.”

organizations as these upon the rights of derived.”

- lows it to result in lasting good only as he sympathy with ‘and
overrules it in exceptional cases.

oe

the Standard Oil Company

things.

many are averse.

sense of guilt, come to him penitently and
beg for- mercy.
God will hedr the sinner valued at from $5,000,000 ; to $10,000,000 :
at his death,some three years, ago they
who calls upon him, however corrupt and were estimated at $80,000,000.
sinful the person may be who had someMr. Jay Gould ‘‘obtained his start” in
how been the means of calling that sin- | the management of the Erie Railroad,
n connection with the late James Fisk;
ner’s attention to his sinfulness.
the time he gave his now famous testiThe Holy Spirit often works through atmony
(in 1873), he was considered worth
strange human. instrumentalities. There from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000 : to-day no
are two waysin which a person may im- one knows how much he is worth, but in
press another for good: either by his Wall street estimates are made ranging
character or by his words.
The habitual from $30,000,000 to $60,000,000.
Railroad men who have accumulatdrunkard, in some sober moment meet- ed, within a few years, amounts ranging
ing a person to ‘whom he may be a from $1,000,000 to $5,000,000 are too
stranger, may talk to him so eloquently numerous to mention, as are those, also,
in branches of trade depending upon and
of the evils of drunkenness, and urge him
closely identified with railroad transporso strongly to a life of abstinence,
that the tation—shippers who, through. the favor
latter may go away resolved upon a course of railroad managers, have been enabled
of teetotalism, and if he never learns the
to outstrip or “break down all competi:
oy
y
facts about the true character of his re- tion.
Reflect Row easily such monopolies can
former he may always keep his resolve.
It is only in some way like this that we control legislation in their favor, how
can conceive of the probably bad men that strong the temptation to people in géneral
we have in mind doing any work that de- is to imitate them and become wealthy
serves to be even thought of as revival like them, and how readily they would
work. For the time being, their manner unite to protect themselves and perpetuand words and perhaps some personal ate their power, and make a note of your
magnetism have impresséd théir hearers, conclusions.
The article in the Atlantic deals princiand turned their thoughts towards better
things. But let their real character onee pally with the history of the Standard Oii
"be revealed to them, and what would the Company, which began in a partnership,in
mere effect of their magnetic appeals and the early years of the civil war, between
two men, one of whom had been a book, all thas be worth?
* It'follows that such revival work can keeper in some interior town in Ohio and
“produce at best but temporary results, for ‘had afterwards made a few thousand dolit isnot in the nature of things that men lars by keeping a flour store in Cleveland,
should go on forever sailing under false and the other of whom had been a day laborer in refineries,and so poor that his wife
“colors.
:
The latter found a way
Would we approve of such workmen, took in sewing.
or *‘ keep still about their characters so of refining by which more kerosene could
long as they seem to be doing a ‘good be got out of a barrel of petroleum than
~work”? Not if we valued a clear con- by any other method, and set up for himscience before God and men.
Freewill self a ten-barrel still in Cleveland, by

some

what may seem easy ways

‘ner upon the popular mind

surest foundation even of national stability.

is the responsibility of their calling, upon
which so much depends. He that converteth a sinner from the error of his ways
is the means of saying a soul from’ death
and of hiding a multitude of sins; while
the counsels and course even of a good
man may prove ruinous to immortal beings.
To do this great work successfully we
must ignore none of ‘God's teaching, or
avoid any discharge of duty. Itis to be
feared that in our own times as in others

millions each. They found thé railroad
enabled them to tax the production and
commerce of the entire Pacific coast.

cus-

zens?

He conde-

Great

toese figures may fairly be taken as
showing that Universalism is not laying
hold in &ny positive and
powerful man-

a liberty which they deny to native citi-

|

manners.

spirit which he“manifests.

;

than

fortunes estimatéd at from

garded as sound fruit, and received into

interfere

and so reject the divine counsels.
Gospel ministers in bearing the message of God to the people need the same

the whole a blessing to it. We deem the
matter of sufficient consequence to lay a
few extracts before our readers.
Referring to the railroad’power the article in

winter

to

The theory that would exclude instrucdedling, thus failing to appreciate him and: tion..in the Bible . from. dur common
his goodness. The conceit and wilful- schools, because Catholics object to it,
ness of man would devise his own, way, would also éxclude instruction in the

lies in this-country can be regarded as on

these and similar questions have occurred

the churches without more

and managed by nuns, wearing the dress
and trinkets of their order. Are foreigners to dictate in this matter, and exercise

and.-not

plan is compFehensive, his wisdom infinite, his purpose ever kind and merciful.
We often mistake and. misinterpret his

publications

National Anti-Monopoly League

their work to result in any lasting good
to others?
every

‘he Corporations,

|

that may readily be procured free of ‘the

Does the Lord permit sinners to do his
- work? Does he confer any blessing upon
them-if they attempt it? Does he allow

Nearly

by theological ideas of the Pio Nono sort,

times and in divers

POWER.

Monopoly,” and some of the

NOT FULLY -

simply

. ‘God has spoken to the world at sundry

A DANGEROUS

It-is the power

means

WARNING.

‘| portunity to secure it.

’

PROF. R. DUNN, D:D,
;
PRrOE,J. A. HOWE, D. D.

QUESTIONS

the whole course of instruction” controlled

fer to furnish for examination an engraving on so reasonable terms is a great op-

meget
ieee
communications designed for publication

SOME

to

protect the people against what is bad in
with their proper and legitimate business.
‘But the League can do but little without
the people’s help. Are the people ready
to help and be helped?
>

served, and Mr. Brown's very liberal of-

Read
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
the article in the December Scribner's on
on business, remittances of money, &c., should ‘be “The
Railroads ard the People,” and
addressedto the Publisher, Dover, N. H.
==ypthat in the March Atlantic on *‘A Great
Al

lieve that the League

en-

The above is high praise, but well

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS 1
PROF. J. FULLONTON, D. D.,
PROF. J.J. BUTLER, D. IJ,
REV. J. M. BREWSTER,

:

It

by artists possessing the highest
the Bank Note fraternity, at an
of over $15,000, and in every reis equal to the finest Bank Note,

work.”

6.F. MOSHER, Editor.

REV. W. H. BOWEN,
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The influence of the

around and
meetings has extended for miles
ly awakgreat
been
bas
y
unit
comm

the whole

ened,

have been saved
several from distant parts

:
i

Bro.
o I feel greatly indebted to
think it is due.
kind nerd

to spread
] ave returned to their ho mes pastor in
§
As
on.
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sal
of
r
powe
Jv
and
Bq light
© the
Dodge
him

unselfish
“and the cause of Christ that such
and lat
spiri
his
in
d
bite
philanthropy as exhi
that Christ,
bors should have note. * I believe
tion, would
who is the Captain of our salva
shoulder
stand
ant
Milit
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Chur
have all in his

against the
0 shoulderin the great conflict
the weappowers of sin and darkness and use
through
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but
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not
are
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spare his servants,

of Christ ”—W, R. WARNER.

Have Wistar's Balsam of Wild Cherry
always at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Con-

af

an

Win. Mitchell is suffering from

work
fection of the lungs, but is still doing the

a call

He has received

AGENTS

for E. G. RIDEOUT & CO.,

another

this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid

their new house of worship on the 27th of Jan.

building,

God that such was the liberality manifested by
all that no incumbrance will remain on the enThe sermon of dedication was
- tire property.
preached by Rev. A. A. Myers, of Hillsdale,
who has been in evangelistic work closely connected with this church; one of the most wonerful revivals attending his labors here about

LAME
3
~\
WEAK

Since the church was dedicated

BENSON'S

number have been led to Christ, and the work

:
Sunday,

pastor.

and the only medal given for Porous Plasters at
the Centennial Exposition, 1876, at the Paris
Exposition, 1878.

com-

Their great merit lies in the fact that they are
the only plasters which relieve pain at once.

well
had

4t1

Without

apy special meetings souls are seeking Christ
under bis preaching, two coming out on that
evening, while this is only a repetition of the
experience for the two or three Sundays previous. ‘Cruly, this is the surest evidence of the
pastor’s power.
Few have any idea of the

in

his

Quarterly Meeting

he

personal
r

SA

e.

CORINTH Q. M.—Held its last session with
the West Top-ham church. The attendance
was not large bat a very good meeting was enjoyéd. Collected for missions
$6.
Conference passed the following resolutions:
“ Whereas, it pleased our Heavenly Father
-during our last session of this Q. M., to call
from labor to rest our ranch esteemed brother
and co-laborer in the Masters cause, ¢Dea,

‘Wm, Ford, therefore,

** Resolved, 1. "That we deeply feel ofr loss
.and recognize the hand of Providence in this

has

been

removed from the church militant
to the
<hurch driamphant we feel our loss to be his

gain and meekly bow in humble submission to
the Father’s wiil. 2, Thut we deeply sympa-

+thize with the afflicted family in their bereavement and ask the blessing of God upon them.

That a copy of these resolutions:be sent
that

a copy

to

of ithe

same be sent to the Star for publication.”

Th

Next session ‘with the East Orange church.
CnesTER DICKRY, Clerk.
"oy

POTTER COUNTY

its last

The Gaines church asked

for and received a letter of dismission from'thia
Q. M. to join the Tio
.
M.

was followed..b
ed by Rev, O.

M.

This

session

the M
4

the third professorship -of the theological
Lt
[]

de.

partment of Hillsdale allege, that in the 'dis

position of their property ithe Marks Profeshi

:sorship be endowedby their larger gifts rather

‘than by a general canvass: of the Association.

4, That we invite a general canvass of the Cen-

tral Association for church extension to tbe
*‘amount.of $10{000, ns the most imperative and
needful work and adapted to the symmetrical

growth of the churches of the Association.

‘That as the

Com-
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Education Society.
Rev. A. H. Morrell, soliciting

(8t45)
for Storer

agent

College, authorized to receive funds for the Insti :
tution and the Freedmen’s Mission in the ShenanNe. 87 Dexter St., Providence, R.1.
doah Valley.
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¥. B. Woman's Missionary Society.
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Bibles.
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OCHESTER, N.Y. & CHICAGO

of Iertilizers, its valuation is from £3 to |

| $10 per ton higher than other Phosphates
which sell at the same price.
The past
Jour over 3000 tons were sold against 100
li
tons three ycars ago, showing that it is
| liked by the farmers. If there is no local
agent near you, send to us.
*
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Rochester, N.Y.
174 E.Randolph St,

PAMPHLET.

This is a true bone superploephate, and
may be used on any crop, in the hill or drill
or broadcast, either with or without manure,
and will produce a much earlierand larger
crop. In the Reportof the Mass, Inspector

|
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INTEREST GUARANTEED.
PAYABLE AT
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
NEW YORK.
SECURITY LARGE AND PRODUCTIVE.
In ten years we have made 4,039 loans without
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140 Hlustrations.
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ropriate
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Melissa Jane Woodridge. By the same, Dec. 30,
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PETER HENDERSON & CO.

Tomlinson, of Richmond, and Miss Stella J. Ken>yon, of Hinesburgh.
]
On Dec.
25, Mr.
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weet, of Huntirgton, and Miss Mary 8. Sargeut,
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the World. Easy payments.
Low rate of interest. For terms, address
O. M. BARNES, Lansing. Mich.

Saves many {Imes ita cost cvery Season.

Ill.

In White Rock, Gorham, Me.,

and HOME
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Home,
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the largest in Americ

& CO., 13 Wabash 1
in paper covers 35

Christian
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and PEIMS

Our Experimental Grounds in
which we test our Vegetable and
Flower Seeds are most completes
and our Greenhouses.
for
Plants

a full assortment of Anti-Mason-

publish the

FARM

.
Long time.

(

36.40

7.00

Books, and

a farm when

TIME

With the BEST MARKETS aluost at your door.
300 000 ACRE
F nest Farming Lands in

16.page weekly paper opposed to secret societies.

N. Y.

O M Watkins, Albia, Kas.
W A Phillips, Otselic Center, N. Y.
Jas W Martin, Woodyards, O.
<
EXPRESS.
A Avery, Epsom,
N, Y.
C E Brockway, Norwiet. N.Y.
M 1 Mowry, Greenville, R. 1.
RevBM Edwards, Brunswick, Mé.

3.84

.

Ch Kinderh&ok
Mich
« (Park St) Providence

REV. L. B. POTTER, LANSING, MICH.
To whom
contributed within the
should be sent all money
and
bounds of the Michigan Y. M. for Missions

South Parsonsfield—Aux for support of

o Vow

(Pa.) Q. Mi—Held

(25622)

Raymond—Abby F Phinney

session with the Gaines church, Dec. 17-19,
1880, Delegation small, on account of the
weather and sickness: meetings well attended

and interest good.

for

(5238)

v

«lispensation, and while our brother

0

Rev. 8. I). Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free
muoion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.

hold a series of meetings, « "ru,
coe
J.E, BayLess, Clerk.

and

6.60

100.00

QM O

They also keep

I' E Peden,
Rio Grande, O:
C L Russell, Champline, Mion.
O L Cooper, Cincinnatus, N. Y.
John Shannon, Ellington, N. Y.

of the bride’s parents.

John H Hurd (C St)

cents.

ic

Feb. 12, Mr. Benjamin F. Irishand

N H in memory
of
their father Adam
Brown

.|

C E Hurd, Loudon Center, N. H.
Rev Ives Marks, Rose Creek, Neb.
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Jowd is expected to he here ip-a short tige to

the bereaved family

»
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‘ Pittsfield
NH
8S School Middleport O

Post-Office Addresses.
REV. E. N. FERNALD (to-whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent), Lewiston, Me.
52t
C A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y, to
whom all mission money within the bounds of the
Central Association shouldbe sent.
b2t
Miss Lura A. Mains, Batavia, Mich.
(25t)
All money contributed for the Maine State Mission should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,

PRAIRIE CrrY Q. M,—Held its Feb. session
at Prairie City, with good attendance; all tie
churches represented.
Bro. 8. T. Dodge continued the meetings.
Bro. O. E. Baker of

3.

POTTER,

Rev
*
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Adams Ossipee

a good preacher, an excellent pastor, a devoted
Christian.
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T. B. CURTIS, Superintendent.
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dealers

open to settlement. In itthe TEXAS AND PACIFIC RAILWAY is now being
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Peninsula, and the music is quite
with the prevailing brightness.
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ypsies, Soldiers, Spanish
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lungs of his wife, who has been very ill for a long
time. A perfect harmony exists between pastor

and people.

‘the
ureenwood church, Feb. 11—13.
The
. *Conference was called to order by electing
Bro.
8. H. Minnis Moderator.
Proceeded to
Jo what business was brought before them.
The committee to supply the desk had no
«trouble to agree as Bro, Wye was the only
minister present. Elder Higbee was detained
at home on account of the sickness of his wife,
Other ministers. and delegates were kept away
-on account of high water.
Next session with the Canal ehurch, com.mencing the second Friday in June.
J. B. STEVENSON, Clerk.
I

regret
pastor,

Rev. W.T. Smith, who is obliged to leave usin
consequence-of
the 3ea air seriously affecting the

Hestings.

—

Clerk.

The Corliss St. church in Bath
seriously
the necessity of parting with our esteeme

.

: Qyrtery

Dexter,

10.00
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R I
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Money Letters Received.
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and

Chicago.

the most brilliant of composers,

4

re

the U.S.

cording to Goethe, whose poem is closely followed
throughout. A daring composition, romantic and
Quebec in Cheney—E M Corey—Mrs H E .Creswell-W A
Clark—N W Carpentor—D Wolfe Fiske & Co—E J , wierd, und now widely given, and pronounced a
Doyle—J W Dunjee—L Dexter—A Dutton—W H
success.
/
/
)
-| Douglass—C
B spurett—S W Earl—C 8 Frost—J
($2.)
By F. vox SUPPE, whose
Fairbanks—A M Fairbanks—A L P French—F °
music is most taking, and who in- | «
Farr—L D Felt—E B Fuller—C C Foster—R N
troduces us,in a free and easy and humorous Jay
Freeman—Mrs L Firnd—S Gray—J Garsline—A
Ed. Soc.
ery
to Russians and Turks during the war.
L Gerrish—L A Grover—Mrs
Griswold—J F
popular.
!
Granville—G W Gould—J Gaunt—Wm Gray—Miss
8 J Green—J JHall—-R L. Howard—M Humphrey
. Any book mailed, post-free,
for retail price.
—L Hutchines—AE L Hobbs—C E Hallack—C
H
Hill—C H Hoag—E W Irons—N C Lothrop—W 2.40
'H Lyster—A T
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Me.. eb, 28, 1881.
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Vt 14.50 for

.

1 authiogtse

for new pamphlet, free.
Boston.

where, also, the scene of the story is laid. The
strange life of old forgotten ages comes before us,
and is made vivid by the thrilling music of .one o

61.83

Fj Sec'y.

Brockway—J Baker—T Bickford—I N mil B
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E. N. FERNALD,

Street,

Grand Opera by VERDI.

Egyph and first given

BOTTLE a perfect. cure

teturn the money and charge it back to me in all
cases of failure.” Sent by express to all parts of

chaser quite a library of music of a high order.

in.the first

ONE

ternal use.

73 Randolph

AIDA, &'ed

Phila-

4t2eow

$30 per 100 copies.

1

and has become one of the standards.
1t is very
full, occupies 405 pages, and furnishes to the pur-

2.00
80

:

By LOWRY & DOANE. :

—

($3.) Opera by AMBROSE THOMAS.
This very successful opera
came known in Paris, where it slowly but
surely worked its way to permanent distinction,

1.00
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It}

vidence R I
Caleb Green W Greenwich
RI

EpGECOMB
Q.
M., with
the Parker’s
Head
church, March 23, at 2, P. M., continuing over the
Sabbath.
E. ROBINSON, Clerk.

«can not give his family the aid, which he bas
fondly hoped for years to extend, in securing
an education at Hillsdale.
He is truly a * live

man,’ but he is in sore need of help,
und financial, in his church work.”
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over.all other plasters.
It is everywhere recomas
mended by Physicians, Druggists and the Press,

* church at the morning service andgthe Sundayschool.
He writes:
*‘ The new church has
a pleasant location and exterior and an interior

a profound
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of Quebec
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received and it was plain that the hearers
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duplicite of Toveipis from . Province of
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it has been the scene of God's saving grace in
the work of the Holy Spirit. Meetings have
been continued three weeks, and a goodly

"whieh displays economy and good taste

2

teipts for 8.00

perimentiug with the many herbs of Calcutta,
e accidentally made a preparation
which
cured his only
child of Consumption.
His
child is now in this country, and enjoying the
best of health. He has proved to the world
that Consumption can be positively and permanently dured. The doctor now gives this
Recipe free, only asking two green stamps to
pay expenses.
This Herb al also cures nightsweats, nausea at the stomach, and will break
Adin twenty-four hours.
a fresh cold up
dress CRADDOCK & CO., 1032 Race St., Philadephia, naming this paper,
1 3t43

$4,057,and the church and $pciety feel to praise

is going on with increasing interest.
A brother from Hillsdale spent

se i

‘When death was hourly expected, all remedies having failed, and Dr. H. James was ex-

size 86 X 60 ft., with basement and vestry;
.and is so arranged-that all the surface of the
church may be used as one large audience
room or separated into two or three as the ocThe entire cost of building,
casion requires.
furniture, bell, furnaces and enlarged site was

14 years ago.

—“ Band of Willing Workers ” for
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THE CHURCH

WITH

KIP'S MINISTER.
¢ Jack and Jill went up the
ed Bud's shrill voice from the
the barn where she was hunting
fetch a pail of water. Jack fell
broke his crown, and Jill »

THE

The eburch and the world’ walked far apart,
On tke changing shore of time:

The world was singing a giddy sopg,
And the church a hymn sublime.

~ “F Come, give is your hand,”
world,

cried the merry
.

~

me this way,”

But the good church hid her snowy hands,
And solemnly answered, ‘ Nay,
I will not give you my hand at all,
And I will not walk with you;
Your way
a

is the way to eternal

death:

No want or toil I know;

The sky above you'is always dark;
Your lot is a lot of woe;

My path. you see, is a broad, fair one,
And my gate is high and wide:
me

.Half shyly the church approached the wlrld,
And gave him her hand of snow ;
The old world grasped it and walked along,
Saying in accents low,
“ Your dress is too simple to suit my taste:
‘I will give you pearls to wear,
Rj h velvets and silks for your graceful form,

Ana diamonds to deck your hair.”

N

:) ;

The

church looked down at her plain
robes
And then at the dazzling world,

white"

And blushed as she saw his handsome lip
With a smile contemptuous curled.
I'will change my dress for a costlier one, 2
‘Said the church with a smile of graces:
Then her pure white garments drifted away,

And the world gave in their place
}
«

Beautiful satins and shining silks,
And roses and gems and pearls;

And over her forehead her bright hair fell
Crisped in a thousand curls.
*¢ Your house is too plain,” said the

world,

proud old

:

“ Ill build you one like mine:
Carpets of Brussels and curtains of lace,
And furniture ever so fine.”
So she built her a costly and beautiful house,
Splendid it was to behold;
» Her sons and her beautiful daughters dwelt
there, .

Gleaming in purple and gold :
And fairs and shows in the halls were held,

And the world and his children were there,

Sat meekly down outside.

was ‘“ chore

he phrased

© Then the church looked back with a sigh, and
"longed
To gather her children in;
But some were off to the midnight ball,
And some were off at play,

ter or something

Who will tell them ghat people may live as they
list,

And go to Heaven at last.

as Nancy had said! He would remind them
by bringing up the subject
innocently in some way.

=

Do you think he would take one child to Heayen
3
And leave the rest behind?”

poor,” said

So he lingered in the room a few min.’
Mitchel was consulting the almanac.

the

world,
If tLe poor need shelter and food and clothes,
Why need it trouble you?
©o, take your money and buy rich robes .

Turkeys always make me think of Thanksgivings, Christmases,
donations,
and
such things—oh, yes! there is going to be’
a donation down to the minister's tonight!”
Kip considered that very delicately and
neatly done!

And horses and carriages fine,
And pearls and jewels and dainty food,
And the rarest and costliest wine;

My children doteon all such things,
And if you their love would

You must do as they do and walk in the ways

“ Eh! what?” said Mrs. Mitchel paying

That they are walking in.”

no

Then the church held tightly the strings of her
“And gracefully lowered her head
And simpered,** I’ve given too much away,
Pll do, sir, as you have szid.”
. 80 the poor was turned from her door in scorn
And she heard not the orpban’s cry ;

And she drew her beautiful Jones 3dide,
"As the widows went Wwesping by

h

aster

who

+
“I

knoweth

a

the chureh gat down at her ease and said,
am rich and in goods increased;

RL! have ‘need of nothing and naught to do
iigh and dance and feast3’

ft

rei

|

attention except to the last sentence.

¢“ Who's going to have a donation?”
“ Down to the minister's”. repeated Kip.
«« Everybody’ll ‘take 'em things, you'know
—flour and potatoes and wood—something
handsome, I hope—the folks Nivih can ford
to. »

And, the Sons of the world an¥
the sons of the
chu
Walked Sosy Jund god hau, Bi
4 Could te the two apart,

He

coughed onc or twice, and then, staring
straight out of the window, observed ns
follows:
¢¢ There goes our big rooster! He's most
as big as a turkey, ant he, Aunt Ann?

¢ Far more than you ought todo:

eo

naturally and

utes after breakfast, while Mrs. Mitchel
was’ gathering up the dishes, and Mr.

So he filled her house with gay divines,
Gifted and great and learned;
‘While the plain old men that preached the cross,
‘Were out of her pulpits turned.

ea

from the attic, whenever

his minister well treated, and he knew—
few knew better than Kip—how sorely
the ‘“’something handsome” was needed
in the shabby little parsonage.
He did
not mean they should ¢‘ never think of it”

Mentioned to ears polite;
I will send you some of the better stamp,
Brilliant and gay and fast,
3

:

or wa-

house, and he felt that the honor of the
house was involved.
Besides, he wanted

"And the horrors of endless night ;
..
They talk of a place which should not be

to the

more’n
dextersubject
for an

of the constant calls that morning, so full

‘Which I like them not to hear:

too much

hired girl,”

was he of other thoughts. Nancy might
dispose of the question carelessly, but he
could not. He was connected with the

They talk of brimstone and fire and pain,

The Father is merciful, great and good,
Tender and true and kind;

her boast and pride.”
sighs het revaeat;

(oFFapwre

That was another aster hint. Kip
chuckled to himself at his success in managing his self-appointed task, but his

spirits sank with Mr, Mitchel’s first words :
““ Well, now, I don’t know as I approve
of that way. The folks here can do as

they please—it’s no affair of mine—but
seems to me it's betterto pay a man a de-

psthe beatin al 1 church
ohure

)

hush-

a

hand-

Kip was in sight. But he scarcely thought

“ Your preachers are all too old and plain,”
Said the gay world with a sneer,
“They frighten my children with dreadful tales,

glee

to be

something

who was busyin the kitchen.
‘¢ They won't never think of it no
they will offlyin,” replied Nancy,
ously turning a flapjack, and the
also by requesting Kip to‘‘ run
armful of wood.”
:
Somebody always wanted wood

So she leaned on his proffered arm,
And smiled, and chatted, and gathered flowers,
And walked along with the world,
While millions and millions of precious souls
To the horrible gulf were hurled.

“ You

useful” as

there was

‘| some!” he said to Nancy, the

‘Merely indulging in innocent sports,”

.

And

that very evening.
¢ Ifthey’d just give

So she quietly went her way.
:
Then the sly world gallantly said to her,
¢ Your children mean no harm,

+

boy and gener'ly

it.

¢¢ donation party” at his minister's home

And some-were drinking in gay saloons;

him,

when she got sick, how the bundles from
the grocery-store was smaller, and fewer
‘count of the bottles that had to be paid
for and the doctor's bill? And wouldn't I
hear the tremble in his voice. when he
prays: for them that has heavy burdens to

formed

thé

of

himi—Dbehind the’ wood- -pile,”

with slow

emphasis.

made the chair

*‘I

come.

said

the difficulty.

thought

I'm

he

vesched

tle bracket shelf, clumsily designed and
roughly whittled out, but nevertheless the
“work of many a precious half-hour. He
looked at it rather doubtfully. It did not
altogether satisfy even his limited conceptions of beauty.
4

« But then, if you keepit kind of in the
shad, and look al it sort, 0’ sideways—so

sent you, sir; he bought

day.

the

Others

What did

it in town

to-

he

guessed you'd know what to do: with

came

with

he

cent salary, and let him buy his own
ithings.”.* Don’t know as I ’prove of that way

either,” ‘Solfloquized

Kip, indignantly,

when he found himsglf alone behind the

wdod-pile.

bring” back

some-

thing nice for them!” hé murmured.
Bud, who had a fashion of appearing in

smile of welcome

pale face,

fol@Rll,

from the cushions of the

felt the quick, warm,
the minister's hand.

with

the most unexpected

times

and

places,

looked at him wonderingly from around a
corner of the wood-pile.
* What makes you ‘do that for ?” she
asked solemnly.
¢ Cause,” answered Kip brietly, with

a

flush rising to his freckled cheeks;
I
don’t care,” he whispered to himself.
¢ The minister’s folks are good and care
for other folks, and it’s bout time some-

body was takin’ care of them.”
Bud did not quite accept the lucid explanation given her. She seated herself
on a'log, and pondered the subject until
she reached a conclusion that she

ered satisfactory ; and after that, tHough

form!
The boys could not understand
what it was to him in itself and in what
it represented—‘
Only his voice: had a
tremble init like when he prays,” Kip
said to himself on the homeward way.
However he hated * fixed up company”
in general, he

would

not

for

anything

miss the gathering at the parsonage

that

looking out

new

chair, and

grateful

grasp

Something

in

of

look

"He found an

not

speak

Mitchel again until nightfall.

with

Mr.

Then

that

gentleman bethought him of his

What he told at home Kip never

to

knew,

“ Ke-ip! it all comed out right, didn't
ner
Kip thought it had. He was sure of it
afterwards when he saw the friendship

you? om

“ Yes, sir.”
*“ Well, what did he say to it?”

that from that night began between the
she said nothing about it; she watched
¢I wish you'd seen him, Uncle Ralph!” Mitchels and *‘ his minister.”"—Kate W.
quite as eagerly and much more expectantly for her father’s return than did Kip. 1 said Kip radiantly.
*“ Not »as he said Hamilton in Wide Awake.
There certainly was something new
much either, only something ‘bout he
and unusual in the light wagon when, at didn’t know how to thank you—"
last, it drove up to the door again. Both
‘How to .thank me?” repeated Mr.
children discovered that at once—Bud
Mitchel in amazement.
“ Why should
from the window, Kip from the piazza—a he? Heg'isn’t so short of work as all that,
THE DUTIES
OF WOMEN. A
Course of
is he ?”
great, easy, luxurious arm-chair.
Mr.
Lectures by Frances Power Cobbe.
Boston:
GeorgeH. Elis.
12mo. pp. 193.
*“ Short of work, Uncle” Ralph!” It
Mitchel lifted it out and carried . it into
was Kip’s turn to open wide eyes of asThis is one of the notable books of the
the house.’
:
¢¢I'should think not, with season. It discusses a very important subject,
“See here! What do you think of tonishment.
all his preachin’ and Sunday-school and and does it withimarked ability and candor.
that ?” he said to his wife triumphantly.
Miss Cobbe has rare fitness for such
a task,
“I happened into a furniture store where poor folks! I don’t s’pose he thought since with a calm and philosophical mind she
they were auctioning everything off, and he'd have time to sit in it himself’; ‘but unites great love of her race, and desires
3
I got this at such a bargain that I took it Mrs. Clay, she’s sick—”
the highest and best condition of womanhood
in a hurry. Isn't that as comfortablea
‘* What have the Clays to do with it?” to the end that it may help to bring humanity
chair as you ever saw? Just try it.”
demanded Mr. Mitchel with clouding to its highest and best. The contents of the
Mrs. Mitchel examined and admired ; brow and a dawning suspicion of some- book are really a course of lectures which the
author gave in London last winter. She exNancy, who came to the kitchen door, ex- thing wrong.
¢‘Itold youto take it to plains that she has for many years been inclaimed and interjected; and the house- Mr.
Parsons—the
cabinet-maker’ s—to terested in ¢* The Woman’s Movement” and
hold generally bestowed such unqualified have that spring fixed.”
has taken part in pleading for the higher educommendation that Mr. Mitchel’s gratifiKip saw it all then, but he wished the cation of women, for the admission of women
to university degrees, for the protection of the
cation increased.
floor would quietly open and drop him in- preperty of married women, for the employ-1
“I think I know a goid thing when I to the cellar, or that he could fly through ment of women, for the protection of women
see it,” he declared, ‘and this couldn't the roof. He thrust his hands deep into from aggravated@usaults, for the entrance of
be hougbt any-whereslse for that money. his pockets, and his face Roslied and women into the medical profession, and,
lastly, for extension of the
parliameiitary
Nothing in the world the matter with it, paled.
suffrage to women possessed of the requisite
“I—thought—you said the parson’s,” property qualification. Not at first convinced
either ; not a flaw about it,except”—showing where the back could be lowbred to he stammered. , ‘I s’posed 'twas for the of the wisdom of these demands, she at. length
make it more of a reclining chair—** this minister's donation, and so ="
became so through study and patient observa“You took it there?” Mr. Mitchel tion. Opinions thus formed are entitled to
spring works a little hard. But a cabineti Now how in consideration far beyond those that merely
maker could fix that in a few moments, completed the sentence.
represent “a falling in with a current. We
the
world—"
and we'd have it done rightaway. Kip!”
tiot commend too highly Miss CobLd's
‘But it was too much to ne borne. Kip can
—as the boy passed the
r—** Kip,
position in relation to what may be termed t
could you take this down to thé parson’s waited for nothing more, but rushed from ‘rights and elevation of ber sex. She does not
the house, and if, in the shadow of the extravagantly scold the men, but she does bethis afternoon ? I want it to go at once.”
friendly
wood-pile he leaned his head lieve that they are too ‘prong to pet women
- Kip could scarcely believe his’ ears.
and too slow to give them justite, She places
“Yes, sir!” he,said, with his eyes fairly against the rough sticks and cried, there | 4he
moral character of each woman far before
was
no
one
to
see.
dancing.
‘You mean to send it to him,
any such consideration as that of the ballot.
- ¢ They may fix it. up anyway they She says:
Uncle Ralph? guess I can take it!”

Literary Bebiet.

* He never called his minister ‘the parson"— it
scarcely sounded
respectful
enough—but of course he knew who was

meant, and he was far too happy for any
criticising thought. That handsome easy
chair! Woulda't the very sight of it rest
poor, tired Mrs. Clay ? Kip could see
just how hér pale face would look, leaned
«

back against the cushions.

“I's pretty- heavy for you to carry so
far, though,” Mr.

Mitchel

was

saying,

please,” he said.” * 1 can’t do it!

I can't

and I won't!”
A little later he stood by the old gate
watching the great yellow moon come up,
and digging his red fists into his eyes
now and then to wipe away some stray
tears of shame, ‘indignation, and grief
that still: gathered there. This was not a

very nice world anyhow, he decided with

La queeg aching, spot at his heart. Almost
it seenied as if he "had asked for bread

and received Sstone=—d Sharp, heavy stone
Gay

wheel it over, " interposed Kip with a sud-

den inspiration. He could bear no delay,
and he wanted to take it himself,
Mr. Mitchel commended thatuf vigges

has been

a

pleasing.

discriminating

Mr.

reader

of

what is doubtless true, that ““ a Jjust estimation
is very nearly allied to originality,” or, as
Thackeray expressed it, *“ Next to excellence

If women were

to

become less dutiful

by

being enfranchiséd,—less conscientious, less
temperate, less chaste, —then I should say:
** For Heaven’s sake, let us stuy where we are |

Nothing we could ever gain
such

a loss.”

“But

would

I have yetto

be

learn

worth

that

freedom, which is the spring of all the nobler
virtues in man, will be less the ground of loftier
and purer virtues in woman.
Nay; it is in
firm faith that women will be more dutiful

than they have ever been,—more conscientious,
more

unselfish,

more temperate,

and

more

chaste,~that I have joined my voice to‘the
demand for their emancipation, believing also
in a wider sphere they will forget mauy a fault
and folly of the past, and will learn
yet other
virtues which now they "lack; or
Nave not

to .exercise,—Courage
oss, Justice und
ails learned
blig Spitit.-.

enough

is the appreciation of it.” One is nearly always,
in the course of reading, writing or speaking,

and

recalling
the ghost of

sthnce of which

an apt

saying,

the sub-

bas for the ‘time.

eluded

him.
In such a book as this one is quite likely
to find the substance, for its scope is wide, and»

the space richly filled. It is in a sense supple
mentary to Mr. Ballbu’s larger work in the

same

line, and will

be prized

by

those

whe

appreciate good literature, both because it reproduces so many sentences and sentiments
that they value, and because it will id them in

readily ‘finding the fit quotation to illustrate oi
enforce what they may be trying to express. It
is full of piths, the stalks being ‘omitted.

Co.) opens with a biographical sketch of the
celebrated ‘modern
painter
Meissonier, and"
continues the discussion or rather multiplies
the evidences of Florenc¢e’s cluim to be considered one of the * Cradles of Art.” Some
fine illustrations accompany this sketch, as
well as®thut describing the famous Cologne
cathedral.
A paper on “ Chi;
Painting at the

Brussels Exhibition,” with
§te®iiilstrative engravings, will be read with pleasure. The full-

page engravings of * The Improvisatére ¥ and

“ The Madness of Hugo Van Der oes” are
both striking pictures. ** Aesthetics in the
Seven Dials,” * The Treasure-Trove of Petvossa,” “The Homes of Our Artists” and “Piot-

ures from the Winter
the variety

and

Exhibitions”

all add to

value of this number

servedly popular Art periodical.

of a de-

:

The Atlantic is onn the point of changing
editors, Mf. Thomas Bailey Aldrich succeeding
Mr. Howells in that position.
Mr. Aldrich is
a graceful, cultured and charming writer,
will by no means allow the
Bis ho
deteriorate, although he succeeds so skillful
und accompliShed an editor as Me, Howells _

has shown himself to be.

rz

The March number

of this magazine has generous installments of
the serial stories by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps
and Henry James, Jr. Perhaps the most noteworthy paper in the number, and one that
ought to be read by every good American eitizen, is the * Story of a Great Monopoly ” by H.
D. Lloyd, which gives an account of the origin

and growth of * The Standard Oil

Company,”

revealing the steps by which, from insignificant
beginnings, a power has beeu grasped which is
able to purchase
legislatures and courts, nnd
seems almost equal to defying the authority of
the government.
Mr. Grant Allen,
who is
well known as an English writer on philosophical subjects, contributes an articl2 on * The
Genesis of Genius ” in reply to the article by

Mr.

low and called :

commis-

ed:f-TE

But seein’ they don't, hese trousers are
better'n none; and I guess if Uncle Ralph
had a sick wife and three or four thildren

however,

bit when the boy arrived a little later,
Bud, wide awake and listening for his
step, raised her yellow head from its pil-

sion.
* Ah, Kip, car ried the chair safely, fia

Don’t know
as I *prove of ‘when Kip recalled his wandering Wis far at that.

1 wages and Timme buy my own clothes.

opportunity,

whisper to Kip who had slipped in later
with very sober face—a face that brightened at sight of him—
“It’s all right. Don't say a word to
anybody abogt it.”
He had a pleasant evening despite a
feeling of strangeness about it, and on
his homeward way muttered something to
himself about
‘a blessed blunder.”

evening, and wood and water, cows and
kindlings, must be looked after early. So

it happened he did

Gy

it is still more

The February number of Lhe Magazine of
Art (New York: Cassell, Petter, Galpin &

its

and clasp and murmured words brought
a sudden throb to Mr. Mitchel’ heart, a
moisture to his eye.
Then, before he had time to recover

it,”

How he had wanted just ich an easy,
restful cushioned niche for the worn slight

& Co.

pleases ust Ttis-a

choice books, both old and modern, and from

in-

similar comment.

room, saw the sweet,

of sugar—by
minister came
fell back, and
:
Uncle Ralph

He said tell you he sent it,.and

Balloa

It was very vexatious, and

the®ouse he paused.

a

borne to the house very much as a party
of ants bear off a lump
swarming all over it. The
to the door, the body-guard
Kip presented the prize.
¢ Here's something that

Internally

’'most sure

offerifig for the important evening— a lit-

So, in a beatific state,

16mo. pp.

Lane

return to a more chaste and simple “style of
binding—plain blue and gold—such as we

that

There was no chance to say anything, and
scarcely knowing why or how,
Mr.
Mitchel found himself in ‘the well-filled

the

Forsaleby E. J.

Externally this book

in his perplexity he journeyed toward the
parsonage.
When he came in sight of

gate of the little parsonage. [ here was
no member of the barnyard offered any “no lack ofassistagce.
Esery-tirchin was
suggestions; and going to a little ‘nook anxious to share at least the reflected
behind the manger, Kip drew forth hisown glory of helping to carry il, and it was
enthusiasm,

Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

minder of those days.

but

with

Boston:

284. ($1.25.)

Bud,

tend to do? Go there when others were
making their offerings, and explain that
he had not wished to show any friendship
or appreciation, and wanted to take back
what had been proftered through mistake? Certainly not! He turned, but. at
that moment some one joined him.
*‘Ahb, Mr. Mitchel! just going in? That
was a generous gift ef yours—exactly the
thing for poor Mrs. Clay.”

fence and crowed

PEARLS OF THOUGHT. By Maturin
}
M. Bullo
authet of *“ The I'reasury of Thought,’ ete.

them hie has here brought together a collection
'twasn’t any mistake, papa.”
Mr. Mitchel pushed aside pen and pa- of many of the best andaptest sayings upon
per, put on his hat and ‘walked out. He the manifold aspects of daily life and thought.
In the brief preface he reminds the reader of
really did not know the best way out of

triumphal procession. The village soon
knew of the gift, as the village ‘always
did know of everything that happened
within its limits, and Kip had the satis
faction of being stopped several ‘times,
carry ? Just wait till
I'm a man and and of hearing that Mr. Mitchel had Jone
see!”
“the handsome thing,” and that the chair
01d Brindlé looked at him meditativel y, was ‘‘ out-and-out nice.”

and one pert little bantum mounted

without being
life.

“In heaven. Kip prayed you'd bring: bought Wordswortl’s poems in twenty years.
something for his minister—'cause I heard ago. Itis pleasant to be greeted by such a re-

a partial
was soon
treasure.
proud is
feelings.

center

stirred by them to a completer.

o* Up where, child ?”

He waited for no

the-way route, and he was not long alone :
the village boys hailed him:
:
*‘ Hello, Kip! What you got there?”
«its our folks’ present to the minister,”
answered Kip grandly, and one after
another the admiring boys fell into line
until the chair

woman can read these lectures

Uncle

He trundled that hand cart by .no out-of-

Don't you b'lieve I'd know

make him think and

comfortable
farmhouse; for they were
really the most prosperous family iin the
village, while he, only a distant relative,

The angel of Mercy flew over the church
“And whispered, “I know thy sin.”

I tell

—it does pretty well,” he said, scrutiniz- he said, with shining eyes.
ing it with one eye closed.
The minister's eyes shone too, and then from his bewilderment,some one had cali‘I guess Mis’ Clay will, seein’ she's grew dim. This was so unexpected, and ed on him to ¢¢ make a few remarks,” and
had to look sharp for the. best side o’ it meant so much to him! It had some- others echoed the request, and he foand
things so long.”
times seemed hard to that kind, tender himself pushed forward to the front and
But how. he did wish the others would heart that the one of all the village who heard his own voice saying, ‘* How much
send something—¢¢ something that would could have done most, had never mani- Lcause all had to value Mr. Clay in the
count,” as he said. He was down on the fested any interest in his work for those village,” and expressing the hope that
ground gathering up a basketful of-chips, poor people—had not lifted with even a "he might ** enjoy these simple offerings
and friendship.”
freckled face shining from soap, head wet | when one of the well-kept horses and the finger the burden of care and sacrifice, or as tokens of esteem
and combed till not a hair could stir from light wagon passed out of the yard and shown any disposition to aid or encourage, Aye, and he meant it, too,! for catching
its place, and red hands thrust into his down the lane, bearing Mr. Mitchel away But there must have been sympathy after the spirit of those around him, and swiftly
pockets, trudged whistling over the hill to the town. A host of brilliant possibili- all. This was a generous gift in its lux- comprehending more of the good man’s
to the little frame church where most of ties suddenly trooped through Kip's uriousness—a thoughtful one, for it was life and work than he had ever done bethe people from the straggling villages
thoutif§ as he watched the vehicle out of for the dear invalid. He opened a door fore, he only regretted that he had not
sent the offering of his own free will and
and the neighboring farms gathered.
sights Sis wish grew into something near to him and said sofily:
pleasure.
{ ¢* So he is my minister,” said Kip stoutly, deeper and stronger. ‘Oh! please do
‘‘ Rachel, look here!"

‘or that day with the inmates of the large

4

ister feels?

shall

farther directions, but made
toilet very expeditiously, and
safely out on the road with his
To say that he was pleased and
a very faint description of his

don’t like that kind of dressin’up partic’
lar well, and how do you s’pose my min-

discovered Kip looking out toward the
road from a door at the farther end of the
building.
** Kip Crail!T what makes you stand
there for?” she demanded severely.
“I'm _a-watching my minister,” answered Kip slowly.
It is. not every boyAwho owns a minis‘ter all by himself, but Kip spoke as if nobody else had any claim upon this one;
and as he seemed to have noticed neither
her.tone nor her downfall, Bud regained
her chubby feet, shook the hay from her
yellow curls, and going to Kip’s side
looked curiously after the slightly greyhaired man, in clothing somewhat worn,
who was quietly picking his way along
the road. Her blue eyes discerned nothing
yemaskable, and she kirped away disappointed. =
‘ Ho! why he’s everybody's niinister :
he a’nt yours.”
Kip knew better than that. - Did not he
remember who always knew him, and
stopped to shake hands and say, ¢ How
do you do, Christopher?”—a name that
made him feel nearly as big as anybody.
And who always asked after his mother?
And did not forget when he told him 1little Rob was sick? The people in the house
hitched up their sleck horses and nice carriage, and drove two miles to the city
church every Sunday; but Kip, with

what

Kip supposed so too”

Eifeder, and all the new clothes they
have is their old ones made over?
A boy

or crushed

He would have liked to share the * hon-

‘While the poor folks ¢lad in their shabBy suits,

“ And

name had been Jill she

as he considered the matter.

And laughter and music and feasts were heard
In the place that was meant for prayer.
Ske had cushioned pews for the rich and great,
To sit in their pomp and pride;

tion as “not a bad notion onn Kip’s part. »

:

one subject.

er any one had witnessed the mishap, she

The sky above me is always blue;

and

hill,” piphayloft in
eggs,‘ to
down and

bones ; but her dignity was considerably
jarred, and ggancing around to see wheth-

¢ Nay, walk with me but a little space,”
Said the world with a kindly air;
‘ The road I walk is a pleasant road,
And the sun shines always there;
Your path is thorny and rough «nd rude,
And mine is broad and plain;
~My. road is paved with flowers and dews,
And yours with tears and pain;

There is room enough for you
To travel it side by side.”

deal better’n nothing.”

“ Now if [ owned all those things, do
you s’pose I'd go off to the big city church
could not have come ‘‘tumbling after” any every Sunday, and wouldn't go down now
more speedily than she did. A board tilt-_ and then to see what was a-doin’ for the
ed, her foot slipped, and in a moment she poor folks round here? And when I went,
was sitting en the floor below. Fortunate: don’t you s’pose I'd see how his coat was
1y a quantity of hay had fallen with her, gettin’ shinier and shinier, and her cloak

If Bud's own

so there was no broken crown

Your words are all untrue.”

a good

I might write a note and explain, but
then—I deglare it’s the most awkward,
disagreeable thing I everr knew!
Such a
Ideas that found their way into the. Ralph?”
¢
brain under Kip's thatch of light hair
- ¢ Tell him—why, he'll understand; he stupid blunder.”
** Papa,” interposed the slow, wonderwere sure to stay, and the cows, the can see for himself. Tell him I sent it,
chickens, and the wood-pile heard nu- and he’ll know What to do with’ it, I sup- ing voice of Bud, “I didn’t know there
| could be any mistakes up there.”
merous orations that morning—all upen pose. id

Family @ircle.

WALKING
WORLD,

€< And walk with

he'd think a donation party was

Ho

William

James

on

* Great Men,

Great

Thoughts, and the Environment ” which appeared in the Atlantic for October. Katharine
Carrington furnishes a short story called ** The
Eleventh Hour.”
Richard Grant White this
time writes ** Random Recollect ons of ©ngland, ” which brings entirely; or nearly, to 4
close a series of unusually interesting and noteworthy essays upon the Eoglish people, their

.

-°

character and customs, which ought to be, and
doubtless will be, guthered into a volume. The
number contains poems by Dr. Holmes, Rose
Terry Cooke, Frances L. Mace, and Maurice
Thompson.
An
article
on
*“ New
York
Theaters” will attract no little
attention.
Another
essay by William
M. ‘Rossetti on
“ The Wives of Poets,” reviews of recent oe
books, a diversified** Contributors’ Club,” and
a running classified account of the books of
the month, conclude an excellent number of
this sterling magazine.—Boston : Houghton,

Mifilin & Co.
‘ Ericssen’s Destroyer, and her New Gun,”
is the subject of a paper,in the March Scribner,
by Mr. Charles Barnard, which has the advantage of presenting the first drawings
of this

long-expected

piece of armament,

with some

fresb -details. In ** Musical Possibilitics of
America,”
Mr. Theodore Thomas . writes
practically of vocal and instrumental culture,
church and theater music, bad and “good

methods of teaching, and of American violins.
Portraits

of, €lrles

and

Mary

Famb, from

old” paintings, which have never before been
engraved;

embellish a short

John Arbuckle.
‘In Loudon
is a chronicle of the localities

ing

Mr.

Tulkinghorn’s

paper

by

Mr.

with Dickens”
of Boz, includ-

house,

Limehouse

Hole, Jenny Wren’s house, the Inns of Court,
etc. Dr, B. E. Martin,
who contributes this

paper, writes from personal familiarity with
the

places

which

he

describes.

similar paper is to follow.

There

is

Another
an

illus-

‘trated article pn’ * John Singleton Copley,” the .
painter, by his granddaughter.
The second
paper of ¢ Recollections of American Society,”
by Mrs. 8. W. Oakey,is very entertaining. An

account of “ Protestantism in Italy, «by Rev,
Washington Gladden, ought not to be passed
over.
‘‘A Dangerous Virtue,’
a
ort story, by Mr. H.H. Boyesen ;

striking
the fifth

part of Mr. Schuyler’s * Petef the Great as
Ruler and.. Reformer”. illustrated by "Blum, ’
Nehlig, and others, and the concluding paper
of ¢ Glimpses of.Parisian Art,” with numerous
sketches
by popular gartists, are all good. or

Among

the poews

there is®a

sonnet by Dr.

vo,

Holland, who, in * Topics of the Time,” writes

| of“ George Eliot” and * The Metropolitan
Museum,” and takes note of Bishop Coxe’s
exception to partof a recent paper in Scribner
on the Bible Society.’ * Home ‘and Society ”
treats of ** A Mother’s Duty to her Girls,” ¢* A.
New Cooking Stove,” and

and Quarters.” The
specialists, as is tl
this month

they have

* Servants} Rooms.

book notices are by
of thé maguzine; and
much variety

and

sug-

‘gestiveness, a reyiew. of “Endymion »’ being
: especially interesting. “The World's Work *”
desls with

* Artificial Ballast,” * Power

iy

for.

Plensure« Boats.” “Optical Tests for Milk,”
‘* Bric-a-Brac” has “humor and
etc., cand
pleasantry of its own well-established kind.—

New

Yor

deep. FETE ha
Storrs; Harvion &-Co:—(Puinesville;
the sex: in whose behalf. they are uttered. i ssue their annual catalogue of flower _—
caused, stich a blunder and the
awkward. “¢Thespectacle. of the: waste-of precious things small fruits, roots, bulbs, etc. They make a
specialty of roses, of ‘which ‘the annual de- |
ness of the whole thing,” and in no little is always one of the saddest in this mysterious
world.” Such is the first sentence in the book. scribes a large variety. As, for the pictured |
vexation was ‘irying to finde some means:
Womanhood, and the possibilities of womaa- | strawberries, the mouth waters while the eye
of remedy.
hood, are too precious to be Wasted, Re true hgazoh. and longs.
¥

{

f

To

¥
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The

business

a

from

inquiries

especially the poorer classes. The location is also favorable because Taylon
county is a Di
county and would

doors,let us not be unwilling to enter in.

efforts

But these

hate been principally mude among the
colored people. The readers of the Star
are fully acquainted with the great succass of Storer College at Harper's Ferry.
I doubt if there is another school among
the freedmen in the South,

~complished so much

good

that

on

has

ac-

little

so

money invested as Storer College.
But that ‘school is almost exelusively
patronized by the colored, while West

Virginia College is exclusively attended
by the whites. The former is located in
Jefferson “county in the Shenandoah valley in the extreme eastern part of the
State,

while the latter is

situated in

the

western part of the State at Flemington,
where there are no, or very few colored
people. The institutions are over two hundred miles apart, educating entirely dif-

ferent races ; so there can be no conflict
of interests between them.
Whether
right or wrong the whites have not
sufficiently progressed here to be educated in the same school with the blacks,
and therefore, if the missionary spirit of
the North would reach the whites of the
South,-it must do so in those channels

in

which the whites are educated.
As before stated, the Free Baptists have made
their chief efforts in the South among

Yfreedmen,

While this is worthy

commendation, and is consistent

the

of all

with

their previous doctrines and teachings on
“slavery, would not their efforts among
the colored,
be more
successful by
their paying more
attention
to the
education of the Whites alongside of
then)
West Virginia has very few colored: people, and those are principally
crowded togetherin two or three counties,
leaving the rest of the State with almost
exclusively a white population.
This
being the situation, I ‘doubt if there is

they will only do so.

lege building, but itis not all finished.
The Rev. David Powell and Prof. O. G.
Augir are doing all they can to put the
they
institution
on
its
feet,
but

need help.

almost

As compared

to other States,

we

no first class higher institutions of learning. Here and there are broken down
colleges, academies,

and seminaries,

they are all in a languishing
with indifferent teachers, and

but

condition,
a meager

atieridance.
We have a State University
and several normal schools, but they are

about suspended. The liberal and progressive teachers are now about all reJnoved from the State institutions, and
our State authorities will seeto it that

Bourbons and champions of the

*¢ Lost

~Cause,” take their places. Now this being the condition of all the colleges and
higher institutions of learning in the
State, what a glorious chatce for West
Virginia College to step in and furnish
what our loyal people need, a first class
college with a live corps of progressive

teachers of Northern

ideas,

under

the

wing
of the Free Baptist
denomination.
a Nearly if not quite, one-half of the entire
population of West Virginia areloyal and
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are talking of erect-

here as the abolition or loyal church and
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and

number,

work in India.
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our last India letter, De.

com-

_bage;

PHllips’ account

of his recent-visitto Dantoon,

Where

he

branch

intcrest-

of

the

church at Dantoon. “Purna, the
pastor at D., is to visit them

little

resident
once a

month. Now, is it not plain that a man,
or better still, a man and his wife, ought
to be settled at Dantoon to take the oversight of missionary and educational work
in that place and the villages arouhd?

We do not undertake to say

that

has done much in educating and develop-

ing the

masses

of West

Virginia,

and

- cultivating in’them a taste for a higher
and better education. Now why should

- not the Free Baptists give thajr funds to
West Virginia College and
uke it a first
+ class institution of learning? It would
have very little opposition or competition

in the State, while the loyal all’ over tlie

- State would paironize it.

Our Northern

friends have bent all : their energies to

tablish

‘ churches,
missions,

eg-

and schools
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;
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. Among the colored and have neglected the
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tism or Neuralgia : Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir
cures the worst cases of Neuralgia in from two to
four hours.
Rheumatic
Fever
in
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four days, and many chronic Rheumatism, that

for years had defied. the skill of the Physician and
tge Power of Medicine, have Leen cured by half a

Js a sure

remedy

Colds,

for

Whooping

Cough, and all Lung

dis-

eases, when used in season.
Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs was given up by his
physicians, to die with Con-

sumption. Under these circumstances he compounded
You can try it for the price;
of one doctor’s visit.
For sale everywhere.

"do with molding and shaping its course
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since he moved to Peru
and
soon
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AINE: CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi- cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
«| Full board of teachers.
Expenses low.
Winter terms commences Nov. 1, 180,
24,1781;
Spring
term, April 11, 1881;
term, June 16, 831, -

Aa

For

Cataloghe

address

K.

and Jan.
Summer

Bachelder,

M., Principal, or
C. A. Farwell, Sécretary.
Pittafield. Me.. Aug. 2, 1880.
OCHESTER SEMINARY.
Fall Term

A.

of

12

weeks will commence September 7. Full
| board of teachers and course of study. Students
are fitted for teaching and for college. Business
course
complete and
practical.
Admits both

sexes. . Secures good influences.
For further information address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
Secretary; Rochester. Wis.
ton,

N.

H.

INSTITUTION.—New Ham

Rev.

A.

B.

Mesexvey,

Ph.

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the bestscommercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a Specially, Best
teacher of Penmanship
the State.
penses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each. Fall Term Begins August 23,
1880. Winter Term begins Nov. 15; 1680. Spring

Term Begins
Apr. 18, 1881.

Jan. 31, 1881. Summer Term
Summer Term closes June 23.

for Catalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY,
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.
Principal.

titted

for

busi-

ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Principal. Fall term
hegine Aug. 31, 1880. Winter term begins Nov. 16,
1880. For
er particulars, address the prin.
cipal,
or ELIHU HAYES,
. T.ehanon. Me.
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0., Ohio.
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Grande, Gallia

college year consists of four

terms of ten weeks each.
The
courses
of
study

Va
are

the

Normal,

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz. : €lassical and ScientificBoard, (inéluding room rent)
$2,15

further information
A.M.

ATES
J) —For
ident, O.

Rio

apply

Grande.

COLLEGE

per

to A.

Gallia

week.

A. MOUL-

Co.,

Ohio.

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

further information address the PresB. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULSec.
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The

course of

study

extends

three

Winter Term begins Nov. 30, 1880.
Spring Term begins Mar. 8, 1881.

.

EA

Fall Term begins August 23,
1881.
A first-class school.
Three complete courses

.

of

study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
ee
I. W. SANBORN, Séc. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.
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The * Great Rock Island” is
Thagnificently
equip ed. Its road bed is simply perfect, and its
track
is Jaid with steel rails.
What will please you most will be the pleasure

with Prof. O. G. Augir, A.M,, principal. Prof.
Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale College. Those
wishing to attend this Institution will address
Rev. D. POWELL, Flemington, W. Va.

line, and transfers are avoided at Council
Bluffs,
Rurigus oe y Teavenwori,
a
Atchison, connections
being
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Depots.
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Anniversary day,
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EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
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V
now under management of Rev. D. Powell,
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ast and South.
PICNGLEWOOD,
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dozen bottles. Clarke's Rheumatic Elixir is sold
by all respectable druggists.
$1.00 per bottle, six
for $5.00.
Send for circular to the proprietor,

West Buxton. Me.

Sold by all druggists.
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other medicires have failed.
Pond’s Extract Medicated Paper for closet
use, isa preventive against Chafing and he. Our
: Saimene is of great servi ce where the Temoval
o!
ng is inconvenient.

Feb. 4, aged 75 years und 2 months. When
quite young he gave hin heart to Christ and
ever afterwards maintained a consistent Christian life. For many years he wus the eflicient
deacon of the Canton church and had much’ to

¥
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and
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ig Tiree.
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mother and

‘| attended ‘his funeral. ' His'
fit | placed:in the tomb at Canton.

men, soon to graduate
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on having Pond’s Extract.
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Qi
heat and pain
it is unrivaled, "and should be kept in every family
ready for use in, case of accidents, . A dressing of
our Ointment will cid in healing and prevent

Female Complaints.

ters near Albany, Athens Coi-0., where they had resided
since 1850; aged 51 years, 10
months and"7 fie. During a revival ot’ religjon at the KF. B. church in Albdny, 1857,
SisMcElroy gave her heart to Christ and her
name and influence to the church that had but
recently been organized at that, place.
She,
at once, became u teacher in the S. 8, and
many who are now living have felt the benign
influence of her humble Christian spirit, and
bear grateful testimony to the efficacy of her
earnest, faithful and patient’ work us' a teacher and guide.
She possessed a clear and vigorous mind that discerned and decided quickly,
the path of duty, and she pursued it steadily

>

quarter,

and so much

A

heal-

tions, its effect is simply wonderful.’
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assisted by Rev. A. Striemen,

not barely funds enough to make the rémittance whole, but a generous surplus,
‘80 that the revenues shall steadily exceed

the ‘expenditures,

in
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The astonishing success ot this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
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Properties of the Extract 3 our Nasal
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remaining members be inspired to work with
rénewed zeal and faithfulness for the Master,
that others may be brought in to take their
places and that the ranks of Zion may
be
kept full.
:
HF, W:

ous inher ministrations of love and care for
her aged mother and ‘invalid sister.
These,
and vther marked trgits combined to form a
character of rare excellence and purity.
Her
death was bright with hope, peacetul and
tranquil. . Funeral services by the writer,

crease the force'in the field; and the way
in,

hopeful,

Catarrh

the pillars of the church are thus falling, may

and in the family she was constant uffd assidu-

soon’as possible.
God has blessed us in
enabling-us to *‘ pay as we go” for the
ast year, and will bless us if we encourage our Foreign Mission Board to insend
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companion

of God and attended faithfully upon its service
till the infirmities of age prevented.
For several years past they had lived with their son,
Bre. I. Cl. Estes, who with his faithful comanion did all in their power to make their
ast days peaceful and happy.
These make ten
aged members of the Concord
urch who
have died within less than two years. While

was conspicuous for «devoted attention to all
her Christian duties, both public and private,

L-but we certainly ought to get there as

to do this is to

died

the home of her widowed

with

Republican, in fayor of education of a ought to be:the next point occupied=*the

LN ortherp type. The common-schuol system
copied since the war from Northern States,

AMES

x

with four of his relatiyes.,
This Christian household, of high social standing,

a

But her

©

speedily controlled and

JANE MCEELROY,; born: March 2, 1829; at
Clarksville, Green Co., Pa. died Jan. 9, 1881, at |

ed quite as much, his report of the visit:
to Dainmiari, at the request of an intelligent young Brahmin, whom he baptized

is to constitute

rest.

Funeral services conducted by the Rev. J. W.
Spangler of the Methodist chaireh,
*CuM.

baptized two converts to Christianity, the
first baptized there; and, which

at

later years of their lives. They loved the house

MES. RHODA REED died Jan. 10, at the residence of her son in Hancock Co., Iowa, aged
77 years, 1 month, 2 days.
Born in Herk. Co.,
N.Y., she was converted in her youth and
united with the F. B. church -of Danube, and
through her long iife she maintained her connection with the people of her early choice.
While health and strength lasted she was a
constant attendant at church and earnestly
engaged in work for missions,Sabbath-schools,
&e. Itis ablessed exchange
Yo lay aside a
worn aad feeble body and enter upon the
¢ rest that remaineth for the peopie- of God.”

the openin

And now we

cases,

was” gver,

~~ FOR —

Couglis, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

relieving inflammatory

mo5rrhagss.
HeNose,
or from any cause,is

trustful, they did not like too many grow" fretful and peevish in old age. They delighted much
in the study of the Bible,especially during the

ton, Feb. 14 , aged 92 years. . For many years
she was a devoted Christian and an active
member of the F. B. church. = In the olden
time her voice was often heard in connection
with the public service of the Sabbath. and at
Quarterly Meetings.
She left the happy ussurance with her friends,that from a long and toilsome life on earth she has risen to an eternal
and blissful life above.
W. L. NoYES.

prehensive paper by Rev. J. T. Ward, in
a recent

they might.

the time of the great revival under Rev. B. H.
Daman, of which a. strong church and several
preachers were of the first fruits. Bro. Thurber leaves a wife but no children.’
Funeral
services by Rev. Addisgh Jones.
=
J. C. STEELE.

Ci WATERMAN,

prepared

was

all

A

removal of clothing is incon-

help ia

Price of Pond’s

Obituaries

joined the East Concord F. .B.

AX OPEN DOOR,
Those of our readers who are thorough
in their perusal of the Star have not forgotten the

cents) for use whe

was not te linger long alone, for in less than
three days he was called to join her,
And so
of them,as of two anciently, it may be said:
they ¢ were lovely and pleasant in their lives
and in their ‘death
they were not divided.”
Although so aged they retained their bodily
powers remarkably to the last, and endeavored
in some way to be useful to others whenever

Lucius THURBER, born in Williamstown,
Mass., in 1819, died in Hamlet Chaut. Co., N.
Y., Dec. 23, 1880.
He had beena faithful
member of the F. B. church, of the East Concord first, and
afterward
of
the
Hamlet
church, for a period
of
twenty
years.
He
was
a man of few words
but
active and willing to do all he could. ,«He

MISSION WORK. %*
REV:

she

when

A

PONI'S EXTRAGT....50c.. $1.00 and

SISTER MARTHA S. RIDLEY ditd

looks to the loyal element for the patronage. It will take the pupils frem West
Virginia College. Ihave had some experience in educational matters in this
State. Iwas a Regent of the State University for a number of years and am
now a trustee of Storer Coilege and West
“Virginia College, and I have no hesitation
in saying, that if the Free Baptists allow
the latter college to go down, another denomination will step ig aud make it a success. Ido hope the readers of the Star
will seriously consider Rev. David Powell’s appeal for aid, and if necessary correspond with him as to the needs and
wants of the college at Flemington. Iam
sure they will be well paid for the investigation and investment.

BY

‘and

“ Yes,”

;

venient, i3 a gerear

of God, an house not made with hands, eternal
in the heavens.”
She calmly and trustingly
ly responded

;

PULMONARY

ay, 2)n.paints a3 the Exact, Our
laster isi 1valuabie in these diseases, Lum!
nsin Back or Hide, &¢.
Our Ointment (|

words

of Paul: “For ifour earthly house
of this
tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building

monia in Richmond, Me., Feb. 5, aged 76 years
and 5 months.
Her illness was brief but ver
ainful. She had been a Christian from child‘hood, and from the first interested in the Free
Baptists.
Tbough confined at home for years
by lameness, her heart was with the people of
God as they gathered for their weekly worship. In her old age she was tenderly cared
for in the home of her daughter, Mrs. Provius.
By her Cbristian life and triumphant
death
she is speaking to the sons and daughters and
her circle of relatives, calling them to set their
affections on things above.
R. D. FROST,

ing colleges somewherein the State. The
M. E. church at a late conference resolved to attend to this matter and build a
college in®West Virginia. It is known

CONPBUCTED

)

BRIEF and for the public.
For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Mbrning Star, it
1s but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS
PER LINE of eight
words.
VERSES are inadmissible,

gressive education, can you not assist West
Virginia College which so much needs
your help? Other denominations are look-

as
in 4
have

to Mr.

Now, friends of the Free Baptist denomination, who believe in a liberal and pro-

ing at the field, and

the

DR. N. 6G, WHITE'S

Rheumatism,
Neuralgia.
Noother prepara® 6- Has cured 80 many cases of

The last
same na-|her com-|

panion held her hand and repeated

GREAT VEGETABLZ

PAYN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR
INFLAMMATION AND HEMORRHAGES,

®brtuaries.

In

Powell would be faithfully used in the interests of the college.
:

another State, North or South, that holds
out so mény flattering inducements,
this State, for Free Baptists to c fe
and occupy the field.
:

any of value sent

THE

help and restoration which acts promptly and
surely. Our Treatise on COMPOUND OXGYEN,
its Nature and Action, is sent free.
Address
Drs. STARKEY& PALEN, 1110 and 1111 Girard
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

necessary and useful in carrying on a college. They need books for the library;
apparatus, both chemical and philosophical, and they need money. Minerals for
short,

EXTRACT.

which are life and health, offers an agent of

They need almost everything

a cabinet would be very acceptable.

both

marriage,

ble during his long and useful life,
sickness of each was brief and of the
ture, As Sister Estes passed away

tendency in all diseases, whether acute or
chronic, towards debility and loss of vital force.
To meet this condition of low vitality, the
Compound Oxgyen, which acts directly on the
great nervous
centers, rendering them mere
_efticient, vigorolis and active, and capable of
generating more and more of the vital forces,

There is a fine col-

of their

lieved to be right; and his connection with
our pepple Win ufually pleasant and profita=

_ NEARER HOME.

The Central Association is showing
stand point are; Will it pay? Can the be generous and liberal in giving" it supcollege be made a success? Will the port. As the higher institutions of the what may be done by entering an open
door when invited, by its work among
money furnished by the denomination or State have nearly all gone down, their
its friends accomplish as much as, if ex- patronage would naturally flow to Flem- the ¢¢ Brethren in Christ,” who will soon
feel, or perhapsdo already feel, quite at
“pended elsewhere ? Is the location a fa- ington ; and for wo reasons our people
vorable one for the building up of the avould prefer a West Virginia college, 1st, at home in our family. They are of us
Free Baptist denomination? These ques- because it would be cheaper, being at and ought to be with us, as ought other
tions must be answered in the affirmative home ; and 2nd, we have still some State bodies of disciples scattered about in the
before the-desired aid will be received.
hépe
pride which induced us to prefer a college West and South. We sincerely
‘An important item of denominational
that the Association will be enabled to
of
our
own
State
if
we
had
the
right
kind.
strength are ils institutions of learning;
look after, and, so far as proper and posBut from a denominational stand point,
and in proportionas these are efficient,
I believe West Virginia presents a still sible, gather in these brethren, that we
will its prosperity and growth be sub- more inviting field. The grauvd strong- and they may be comforted and made
:
stantial and satisfactory.
holdof the - Baptists.is in the South, and stronger ; may-become helpful to One anThe Free Baptists are a missionary
West Virginia evidently has ber share of other and useful in the Lord’s work.
denomination, pushing their preachers and
Our heart warms toward those breththem. Another advantage a denominateachers into every community that seems
ren in and about Indianapolis every time
tion
would
have
in
planting
a
college
here
at all favorable to their doctrines.
and building up churches around it, is the we hear from them, and we are constantYears ago the Free Baptists were the
entire absence of the infidel or free-think- ly praying and hoping that” brethren,
despised pioneers and champions in those"
who can, will personally visit them to
ing-societies in our midst,so plentiful and
great reforms which to-duy are so loudly
give
them encouragementby sympathy
So de- troublesome in the North. There is al- and such other assistance as may belauded by other denominations.
cided were their anti-slavery views, that ready a promising nucleus ofa church 1-meedful; that they may be able to hold
at Flemington, which if properly fostered
they never flourished in the slave States
would become one of the ‘most promising out and become a center around which”
* during the days of slavery. But as soon
in the denomination.
Some twelve years many others shall gather until they grow
as slavery was abolished, the whole
ago,
Prof.
Dunn
preached
one of his pow- to be a strong body of believers.
The
South was thrown open to them.
erful
sermons
at
Flemington,
and shook
opportunity has been well improved by
up
the
Baptists
there,
and
some
of them Help for the Great Armyof Convalescents,
the denomination sending its preachers
are shaking yet. The Free Baptists now, who, after an attack of disease, get so far" back
on the returning way to health and no farther.
and teachers throughout the South, and
by their mortgage, have control of the in- One of the most serious impediments which
«establishing here and there its schools,
the
medical profession has to encounter is the
stitution, and can keep control ofit, if
missions, and churches.

time

on Jan.

were

about sixty years ago, were baptized by Elder
Leach on the same day, and ‘united with ‘the
-F. B.church in Casco, Me. ; on removing to Concord, N. H. ten years;ago, they united with the
church there, of which they remained fai hful
members till death.
Bro.
Estes .was brought
up a Quaker, and having married out of the
Quaker connection,contrary tothe rules of their
society, was called to account, and refusing
_to confess that he was sorry for what he had
done, was ‘* disowned” by them.
But Se-pey.
"er had occasion to regret the firm stan
e
then took for a great principle which he be-

the calls. Let us not hinder the progress
of the work by our indifference and inac-_
tion. As the Lord sets before us open

1 think our Northern friends would gain
ell makes an appeal for aid to West Vir: by paying more attention to the whites,
ngton, W.

the

. They

2

Pow-

the masses of the whites in education ; so

years.

"MIN SV 0009 SY 1A ONY

campaign. The tolored are getting ahead of

BY JUDGE J. T. HOKE.

first

converted near

to be adapted to and qualified for tHe
work.
Indeed, they may be doing
just’ that thing for aught we know,
and be only waiting fopus to farnish the
funds which will warrant them in giving

negroes and fine school-houses, but not a
cent will they give to aid you.” The very sophistry I have heard during the late

THE OOLLEGE AT FLEMINGTON.

ginia College, located at Flemi
Va.

Bro. SIMEON ESTES. followed her
29, at the age of 84

for these | P® 01 the lookout for those who seem |
build fine churches
— | here-snd

: ‘WEDNESDAY, MARCII 2, 1881.

In the Star of Jan. 5, Rev. David

from * different Theological Seminaries
It may be the duty of our own Beard to

the masses, and say, ‘‘ Behold these Massachusetts negro worshippers come down
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: South

‘American

News.

The following news is by way of Panama,
Feb. 15: From the interior of the Republic of
New Granada come
gloomy reports of revolu-

tion and difficulties between the state and general governments.
The State of Antisquia
in revolution, and the attitude of the State

i,

is
of

Santander is hostile to the general government.

* A‘revolutisn has brok

ut against

the

gov-:

* ernment of General Guzman Blanco of Venezuela.

The recent reforms

are

said

to

1iéxt Congress will not be able to reunite,

in

consequence of these disorders.

the 26th

. January:
From 6,000 to 8,000 Chilian troops
had re-embarked for Arequipa. The fugitives
from the Peruvian army were fleeing in great
numbers over the track of the Oroya Railway
the interior; 800 Chilians were sent after

them and disarmed: 4,000,

but

did

not

not

wish

them prisoners because they did

feed so many,

The fugitives were

take
to

in a most

deplorable condition through want of food and
clothes.

Martial

law

has

been

over the territory occupied

by

Two thousand éight hundred

proclaimed

the

Chilians.

prisoners

were

taken by the Chilians and carried to the Island
of San Lorenzo. Chorillos was burned to the
' ground.
The streets, the jnalecon, and the

beach were, ap to the 22d, strewn with dead
bodies, supposed to exceed 6,000 in number.
The Chilians can not find any one to sign a
peace with,as Pierola bad refused to

Lima.

The burning

of Chorillos

come

was

to

pro’

voked by the stubborn resistance of those who
were driven into the town, and who fired on
the enemy from the streets,roofs and balconies.
In the batile of the 15th the - Chifians suffered
most, as they had one killed to every
five

wounded.

It is estimated

that

the

Chilian

Joss at both battles may have reached 8,000 to
10,000, and that of the Peruvians about the
same.
Jn the battle of the 16th the explosion
» of mines and automatic shells capsed.- terrible
havoc in the Chilian ranks.
{loa was not

burned.

Only tbe Peruvian

bor was destroyed.
A

.

in the har-

;

Dreaded

;

Measure.

The fifth section in the funding

bill

which

is now before the National House
of Representatiyes, provides
that,
‘From
and
after the
1st day
of July,
1881, the 3

per

centum bonds

authorized

by

$11.

.
has pardoned a Ku-Klux
been confined for several

!

.

of eight persons

named Sloan were

burned to death at East Liverpool, Ohio, early
Tuesday

morning.

=

* The reported declaration of war againstthe
Ameer of Afghanistan by Ayoob Khan proves
to be a canard.
Nineteen of the prisoners charged with conspiracy to: murder the European residents of
Calapore have been found guilty.
The supreme court of Kansas has decided
that the State has a right to prohibit the manu-

| facture and sale of intoxicating
beverage.

:

liquors

So

as a
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“Buiral and Bomestic.
Perhaps everybody knows everything about the
ivy, but I have been £0 very successful with mine
that I would like to have my experience avail for
others if they need it. I have been bolder with
mine than most people, for I have bared the roots,
then potted it,
n. It is now nearly four years
old, and has seven stalks, sonie of them five and
six yards long. It is the small-leaved variety, with
white, strongly marked veins. It seems never to
stop

growing, and one

act of the Islé“of Man, allowing

only

has

lost

any

pot.”

1

bare

the

wash them, every spring and

roots,

fall,

no direct

rays

refill the

of the sun’

except in the afternoon; in summer,
west piazza. The heat of the room

from a coal-stove in an. ordinary

in a northin winter is

living-room.

(From the American

Vedder; second prize

usual time without

the aid of soap

the work more satisfactorily
1H less than half the

of $509 to Miss Dora Wheeler; third prize, $300,
to C. C. Coleman; fourth prize of $200 to
Miss Rosina Emmet. ~~
;
7

dry is attracting wide-spread
grocers.everywhere,

A preliminary report upon the silk manufacture of the United States, issued by the Census Office, shows that the total value of the
finished goods for the year ending June 30,
1880, was $34,410,463
; number of factories, 333;
amount of capital (real and personal)invested,

$18,899,500.

:

Mr. Wendell
Phillips has appeared as- the
advocate and champion of Ireland.
He declared that Gladstone’s position was to-day like

that of a crazy man

playing with powder in an

arsenal. ¢ This is the reason,” said
Mr. Phillips, ¢ why I call the present condition of affairs
Ireland’s triumph and England’s surrender.”
Two

excellent signs in the

South—

Cash, the South Carolina duelist, whose

nel

Jkill-

ing of Colonel Shannon will be remembered as

a peculiarly deliberate butchery,
has been held
on a charge of murder; aud Richmond,
Va.,
celebrated Washington’s Birthday, for the first
time since 1861, with a general parade and other demonstrations.— Tribune.

amount of these bonds, which, being placed on
deposit iin the national treasury, will secure the
amountof thenational bank notes in circulation—which is now secured by deposits of lawful money.
But fearing that these bonds can
not be floated at 3 per cent., the national
banks are now rapidly withdrawing their circulation,—the deposits which had been made
by the banks at the national treasury for this
purpose, up to Thursday night last, amounted
to over twelve million dollars.
In consequence, there is in New York a tightness of
the money market—ashigh as one per cent. a

The Congressional committee appointed to
investigate the charges of malfeasance against
the board of government of the District of Co-

lumbia has made a report-which fullv sustains
the allegations. The abolition of the board is
recommended, the powers and duties thereor
to be hereafter conferred on a single commnissioner,
wifgout regard to residence in the District.
The Irish coercion bill bas finally passed
the British Parliament by a vofe of 281 to 36.
It is said that many of the farmers whe lately
refused to pay their rent at the landlords’
terms are now hastening to do so. The editor
of the New York Irish World has sent
25.-

of

money —and a panic in the stock market, and
the general business of that city is also said to
be in a depressed condition.
Ifthe House of
Representatives passes the bill with proposed
amendments it will have to go back to the
Senate, which will cause further delay.
Butit
.8 possible that the measure will be defeated
altogether in the House.
President Hayes is
being urged, by the Republican organs, to re-

000 francs more to the Lund

amount

I
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iousness,

that

and knots.
eight

feet

in

from

the

three or four limbs,

ground

it

one of which

five feet in diameter.
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Card

Northford, Ct.
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This elegant preparation may be relied on to
change (he color of the beard from gray, or any
other undesirable shade, to hrown or black, at discretion.

It is easily Applied, being in one preparap roduces .
will neither rub nor wag

tion, and quickly and cflectually

CARD Co.,
_ IyiSeow

Carp

DYE,

For the Whiskers.

manent cofor which

R.

(ype, 10¢. by mail,
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ef

Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Aseayer of Massachusetts, says of it: ** I consider it the best prepara.
tion for its intended purposes.”
:

26t36eow

ig outfit, 10c.
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fectual, or desirable.

Yaphed Chromeo Uards, no 2 alike,

10e¢. Agts.
Northfield, Ct.

vigor, preventing baldneas,

and making the hair grow thick and strong:
As a dressing
nothing has been foun

Moss-Rose,

on,

with the

Its effects are as wonde:ful and satisfactory as
ever.
|
;
RX restores graf faded hair to its youthful
color.
Se
Sam
it removes all eruptions, itching and dandruff;
and the scalp by its use becomes white and clean.
By its tonic properties it restores the capillary

CONN. CARD Co.,

Ct.

article is compounded
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“We have no hesitation in placing
this new
book. beside anything in the market. Its Hymns
are “the finest of the wheat.”” Its Tunes a re
sweet and tender.
** The hymns are far abo ve
the average.” —Methodist, **It has fewer pieces
of little or no merit thanany other S. 8. Book with
which we are acquainted.’ 4—Pacifici Chr. Advoblishers
cate.
‘‘It exceeds im meril what sts
Claim for it.’ —National 8. 8. Teacher. $3.60
a dozen; $25 per hundred. Sample copy 2icts.
UER &
YOST, Cleveland, O.

20
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125 @ 15); Green Peas, Western 150 @ 1 70.
POTATOES.
Aroostook Rose, # bu., 75 cents;
Maine Central Rose 65870¢c; Vt. Rose 65@70c; New

Another of the same species in the Dandenory
districts of Victoria, still standing, is estimated at

Ct.¥

(No 2 alike.)
Clintonville,
26teow3s

Vermont 22323c ; Canada fresh stock 22@23c;;West-

in Victoria, Aunstralia, lately measured a fallen
Eucalyptus in Gippsland, which was 435 feet long.
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ito enjoyed the reputation of being the tallest in
the world, but an official of the rorest department
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Western—
Creamery, choice, fresh made,

Lombardy, the cows are milked three limesa day
—at four ¢’¢lock.in the morning, at eleven and
again at six in the evening. From time immemorial the cream has been allowed to rise in wide
and shallow pans of earthenware, and latterly
sometimes in tin plates. . It is by the churning of
cream 80 obtained that the butter is procared for
which Lieger Veriers are so famous.
*An Austrian paper says: A tree 325 feét high
in the neighborhood of Stockton, Cal., has hither-
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what you feed with water. Water should be given
in small quantities and bran mashes every few
ddys.
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ever quacks may say
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Quincy Market, Boston.
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Jong standing, $3,00; Children’s, $1.50. Address,
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BOSTON.

DAY'S KIDNEY PADS are sold by druggists, or |

Report.

Reported by HILTON BROS & CO.,
Merchants and dealers in butter,
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Saved,” giving the history of this new discovery, anda
large record of most remarkable cures, sent free. Write
x
.
‘
.
for it.
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D. LOTHROP & C0, Publishers,

to its cura. |
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a Life
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responsibil
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will be sent by mail (free of postage) on receiptof their
Regular, $2.00; Special, for obstinate cases of

(Mention this paper.)

Boston

cal Matter, in tpe equall

ENDORSED!

IS STRONGLY

Free.

Constipation,

has superseded all other treatintroduced
h
‘ments. In short, such is its intrinsic merit and superl

inducements without

twenyinto

or oats, decrease the amount of hay, and

Need

$1.00.

ority, that it is now the only recognized reliable remedy.

Sold by all druggists.

Address DR. SANFORD,

THE

When the air cells in the lungs become ruptured

‘ty.

its ef

Gilt Edges,

4

.

have used it ; it has become a favorite with all classes,and

economical

one

branches

the horse is said to be broken-winded,

and

Binding

devoted years
of study and cxperiment to find—a Speelfie for Diseases of the Kidneys, Bladder, Urinary

Lime.—Per=

planned

two feet above

circumference;

Extra

Dr. Tourjee’s annual excursion
advertisement
is out again. These excursions aré appreciated,
80 that an annoucement that the list is being
made up is all that is required.

of manure

But the giant is a sycamore tree,

feet

Headache,

Malarial, etc.

the ground ; and a sassafras tree three feet in diameter, and for more than sixty feet clear of limbs
ty-eight

0il and

Household

way, New York.

either

88 pounds of potash, 64 poundg,of phosphoric
acid, and that these elements represent a value of
$25.75, based on their availability as compared
with artificial fertilizers in which they are found.
In Indiana there is achestnut
tree growing
circumference,

Cod-Liver

Lar

Binding, uy Xdsen 33.00,
ot
Edition,
Cloth
Cloth Red
Eada
y 75 ots. Meroceo

Small

but beware of vile imitations

WILBOR, Chemist, Boston.

annually which will yield 103 pounds of ammonia,

twenty-two feet in

srocco

fects in Lung complaints are truly wonderful.
Very many persons whose cases were pronounced
hopeless, and who had taken the pute Oil for a
long time without marked effect, have been entirely cured by using this preparation. Be sure and
get the genuine.
Manufactured only by A. B.

twenty-five

estimates

Price,

$1.00

Sold by

1000 Page book on the Liver, its diseases and
their treatment sent free, including treatises upon
Liver Complaints, Torpid Liver, Jaundice, Bil-

are not kept, most of the work can be done

Dr. Anderson, of Scotland,

anything

attention.

manner that it is pleasant to the taste,

Time intelligently given to the bees will phy as
well as any other farm work, and when too many

cow, well fed, will furnish ah

or

else, and its great value in the Kitchen and Laut

Cultivator.)

have

is James

lt makes the housekeeper do

ITEMS.

of other elements,
you cannot
bushelsof wheat to the<acre.

THe best thing ever pro-

Pyle’s PEARLINE.

keep the earth quite moist all the time, as I think
that suits most vines.
I have never seen an
msect upon it.— Vick’s Magazine.

SS
AGRICULTURAL

CLEANING.

{

can
}

sons who have been taking Cod.Liver Oil will be |
pleased to learn that Dr. Wilbor has succeeded,
from directions of several professional gentlemen;
in combining the pure Oil and Lime in such a

pot, which is seven inches in diameter, with quite
rich earth. Jtstands beside a south window in

winter, where it gets

HOUSE

no ‘money
‘

dulced for this and all kindred purposes

Wilbor’s

sometimes

and

a “bottle

with names that sound like Pearline.

pots as many do, but give it plenty of fresh food
in a’smallish

and give health and vigor that
procure. °

and | before or after regular working hours.
widows, owners of a certain amount of real
The amount of hay required per head per day
estate, to vote for members of Parliament.
for cattle, while in transit from Boston to Liverpool, 1s about 15 pounds, or 210 pounds for 14
Sitting Bull .and-his seventy-six lodges of
Sioux Indians are Tencamped near Nook days. A cargo of 600 head would require about
:
they
dre 63 tons of hay for the voyage.
Mountatny-andj,
ithstanding
almost in a starving” condition, are still deThere are twenty-six pounds of phosphoric in
fiant.
i; twenty-five bushels of wheat;
if there are not
twenty-six pounds of available phosphoric acid
Prang & Co’s prizes for
Christmas card
in the soil, it matters not how much there may be
designs have been awarded as. follows: First

prize of $1,000 to Elihu

spinsters

stalk

leaves; the leaves are, close together and abundant.
4
1a
1 have but a'small place for it, avd: resolv
that I would
not €hift it from smaller to larger

:

demn the funding bill as-it has been adopted
by the Senate.
Queen Victoria has approved the electoral

Pure water, fresh air, sunlight, and

of Adamson’s Botanic Balsam (in case of
Cough or Cold) will save many doctor’s bills

IVY IN THE HOUSE.

Nine-tenths of the executive officers of the
national banks throughout the Northwest con-

it, more lucidly expressed, is this : The national banks must purchase the
necessary

loans

have been called out:

|

President Hdyes
prisoner who has

effet of

dealers for

have

~A man has been offered $20,000 for a lot
in Minneapolis, Minn., that he purchased for

shall be the only bonds
receivable as security for national bank circulation,or as security for the safe-keeping and prompt pavment of the public money deposited with such
banks.”
The burden of-this measure falls
heavily and directly upon the national banks,

day being paid by stock

in the army,

everserved

this" dct

and hence the opposition to it. “The

years of hge, who

‘All Greeks over 21

Aamily

where they are denounced ag leading to cen-‘tralism and tyranny. It is asserted that the

to

the

Forty-six cases of small-pox were repordéd
in Brooklyn, N.Y., one day last week,
It is reported that the King of Ashantes can
put 90,000 men in the field.

years at Sing Sing.

have

excited considerable discontent in the country,

The Jatest dates froin Lima are.

of

President

elected

M. Droz has been

Swiss Confederation.

a

League, making
450 feet in hight.
:
65,000 altogether remitted by that paper. Mr.
It seems to be now a settled question that the
Parnell has returned to Paris.
Archbishop
Great Eastern is going to New Orleans, the mer,
pastoral
for
lieve the present anxiety and suspense at once kt McCabe, of Dublin, in his
chants of that city guaranteeing her
a cargo of
Lent,
condemns
the
course
of
Parnell
in formby vetoing the measure.
If it finally passes
Mississippi Valley products. It is said that ome
ing alliances with Rochefort, Hugo,” and other
York Rose, 65 @ 70c; Jacksons, t0 @ (5c; Prolifics,
Congress the President may prevent its be4
. single cattle owner on the line of railway from 63 @ 75¢; Peerless, 60 a 65c.
coming law by simply neglecting Yo sign it: h French infidels.
GREEN APPLES.
Choice,# bDLI., $150 @ 185;
a week or ten days after the pussage of a Notwithstanding the polygamy practice in
New Orleans to Houston, ‘Texas, has offered to
Common 81 @ $1 25.
measure are allowed the President to give or
freight the great ship himself!
This gentleman’s
HAY
AND
STRAW.
Recéipts of Hay have been
Utah, which allows any male Mormon several
withheld his sanction, and only three or four
quite liberal and stocks .are accumulating. Sales
herds number over 300,000 head and there are
wives,
there
are
more
males
than
females
in
of choice Eastern and Northern at $22 @ $23 ¥ ton,
days remain before the present Congress and
administration will expire; and the bill will the territory. More than two-thirds of the in- ranches equally large further toward the Rio but $23 is an extreme price, and can only be obGrande.
i
tained for the very best.. Ordinary grades have
be null and void without the President’s sighabitants are,matives of the United States.
been selling at $193 21 ¥ ton. Rye straw is steady,
nature.
with sales at $23 @ $25 ¥ ton.
There has been an increase of nearly seventy
POULTRY AND GAME. Western Turkeys, choice
per cent. in the population of the Territory
2.The Fall River Steamboat Company has re14 @ 15c; Common to fair 10 @ 12¢; Chickens
Disaster to the British in South Africa.
since 1870, when the sexes were nearly equally
cently coniracted with John Roach & Sons, the
choice1l@lde y Fowls and Chivkens 9 @10¢ ; Northdivided.
The females have increased at the
famous iron shipbuildersof Chester, Pa., for a
General Colley, commander of the British
ern Turkeys choice 14 @ 16¢; Common to fair 10 @
rate of sixty per cent. and the males at about
13¢; Chickens, choice 12 @ 16¢; Fowl 10 @ 12.
new boat to go on the line between Fall River and
forces in Natal, proceeded on Saturday night,
seventy per cent. This is probably the resulf
PORK. Tuere has been a firm market for Boston
Newport and New York.
The boat is to be built
with 22 officers and 627 men consisting of inclear, with sales of long and short cut at $20 @
of opening up mines of precious metals, which
in
water
tight
compartments,
and
is
to
be
the
larg$20
50, and backs at $21 @ $2150 # bbl.
Mess
is
fantry and the naval brigade, to occupy Majela first. attracted an almost exclusively male popsteady at $15 @ $15 25 for old, and $16 25@ $16 50 ¥
est, safest and undoubtedly the most magnificent
ulation.
5
mountain.
The Boers attacked him at 7
bb] for new.
:
vessel that will sail on the Sound. This Company
BEEF. Market steady, with further sales of
o’clock Sunday mornifig,and a desperate battle
An evidence of the long enduring detestation
has a creditable record for the safety and desWestern mess and extra mess at $9450 @ $10 50,
ensued, lasting the greater part of the day,
of British rule ifi her
half-civilized colonies is ratch with which it conveys its passengers, both
and extra plate and family $11 50 @ 12 50 & bbl.
which resulted in the British being driven
found in a singular fact ¢6ncerning the’ Boer
summer and winter, and its ronte is the favorite
from the position with terrib
langhter.
one for travelers between Boston and Ncw
rebellion. It began with the refusal of a Boer
General Colley and many of his officers were
York.
%
killed.
It is reported that only about <100
named Bezindenhout to pay his taxes, and the
of the British escaped.
resistance of his neighbors to the sheriff and
The Peruvian
Syrup has cul
sands
TO SELL THE
posse. Now, a mutiny took place among the
who were suffering from Dyspepsif, a
Latest News.
Boers in 1815, in consequence of a quarrel be:
*
er Complaint, Boils, Humors, mf
Dei
.
tween the sheriff and a man named Bezinden-The Catholic orphan asylum at Scranton,
etc. Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.
hout, one of the very same family. This disPa, was-destroyed by tire Sunday might and
:
.
38
One of the most popular books ever puf on the
turbance was crushed by a wholesale execu- .Fowle & Sons, Boston.
“geventeen children perished in the flames.—
market. A handsome profit on every
copy sold.
tion of Boers at a place called Sc¢hlacter’s Nek,
Special inducements to Ladies.
Send
at once for
A young man named Charles Merrill, of Chiand it is stated the Boers in this campaign use
There is no Happier Man
circulars and terms.
Sold only by subscription.
na Village, Me., a few days ago murdered his the words ,'* Remember Schlacter’s Nek!” as in Rochester than Mr. Wm. M. Armstrong. With
' ROBERTS BROTHERS,
their most vengeful battle-cry.
:
x
a countenance beaming with satisfaction, he re.
mother by striking her with a hammer, and
299 Washington Street, Boston,
Mass.
marked,
recently,
‘blessings
upon
the
proprietor
afterward cut the body to pieces and partially
General Grant will be unable to attend the
of
Warner’s
Safe
Kidney
and
Liver
Cure.
It
has
burned the pieces. He has confessed the deed. inag@uration of President Garfield.
saved me.”
:
:
4
C28
~The proclathation of Roumania as a king“Four men were killedin- a room ina gamdom has been fixed for May 22.-—Prepara= bling den in Colorado last week.
WEQIAN
A Medical Mistake Corrected.
.
tions have been made for the evacuation of
A contractor of the Canada Pacific Railway
The
old
idea
that
dangerous
pulmonary
diseases
Candahar at the end of March,——A young
in British Columbia advertises for 3000 white
could not be cured by medicine has been forever
woman named Charette, a convert from Rosilenced by the operation of Dr. N. G. White’s
laborers. .
:
.
manism, was recently abducted from her ProtPulmenary Elixir, in the most discouraging cases
estant friends in Ottawa, Canada, by a mob
Nearly 509, 000 barrels of apples were shipwho seized her while walking on the street.
of Chronic Cough.
The Elixir triumphs when all
Debility,
ped from Boston to Great Britain the past seaShe was subsequently released. An unsucother medicines fail, arresting in a few days the
Scrofala,
cessful attempt was made to break in the
som.
rv
most violent cold or cough, relieving difficulty of
Rheumatism
Methodist missionary’s house, where ghe was
breathing, and fully restoring the feeble and emaPeru has solicited England, France aud Italy
or Consumption,
R
\
living, and tyyset possession of her again.
is superior to any in deOy,
&
BEST
ciated sufferer.
419
to mediate in regard to the conditions of peace
licacy of taste and smell,
;
. |
with Chili.
:
Pr
+ Miscellaneous.
medicinal
virtues
and
purity.
—
MARCH WINDS. The sudden changes and high
General Hancock will be present at the inLondon, European and New
°
winds which prevail in March make
a bottle of
New York produces 44,000 barrels of ashes
Downs’ Elixir always necessary to have at
auguration of President’ Garfield, but wili not
Yerk physicians pronounce it the
hand. It is a sure cure for sudden colds and all
enter the procession.
every day. |
|
:
purest and best, Sold by Druggists,
lung diseases.
"

AGENTS WANTED

\llustrated Little Women,

Tr

ENORMOUS

SAVING

TO

SCHOOLS.

It costs little, comparatively, for copies of any publication when once all ready to
print. There is quite as
much money in selling 100,000 copies-of a publication at bc., as 5,000 at 25¢., or 500 at $1, and we are quite con1t is scarcely four years since we began publishing Bundayténted to make prices:on the basis of circulation.
school Requisites'on this plan; we then issued two publications, we have now 36, besides93 Library Looks, 5 Song
books &o.. &¢, Bales last year aggregated oyer twenty-six million copies.
There is not one of our publications
but what since first issue hasbeen either dropped-in price or increased in size and quality, or buth, beside exFor example, we be n with a small twelyve-page scholary’ gussesty at dc.
pense of adding new publications.
, Yet price tho
a year; the same is now 32 pages, each page nearly double the first size, better paper and mat
during the past your, Sides seven editors.
same, In quality we are not surpassed. We employed 170 writers
:
[]
~Ninety-three lit
yoks now issued.
First fifty-two are reprints of the best books
written.
Original price, from 60 cts. to
$2.15, the whole 52 originally costing $37.45. "VoMimes above No. 52 arewri'ten expressly for us. Each book

Bec. Library Books.

printed without abridgment, in large, clear type, on good Xaper, hound #n pamphlet form, wire-stitchedaand put
Far better for Sundaysschool
library use than
up in a neatly engraved cover—a- different style for each book.
Being carefully sel
will last three times as long.
the ordinary; being light and flexible, and wire-stitched,

ected

saves

beforehand, saves selection; book

numbers, catalogues and

and containing descriptive eatalogue of the whole,

numbered,

being

each week

A new book coming

Jabor.

replenishes

the library, with tittle trouble

—5 or More ooks, 6 cents each: 1U or move, 5% cents each; 20 or more, 5's cenfs
or expense. PRICES, postpaid:
ench ; 30 or more. 535 cents each; 5) or more, . 5 cents each ; 100 or more, 4% cents each ;: 200 or more, 4); cents eachi.

Sc. Song

Boole.

Books handsomely

printed

on

good paper,

in strong.

durable cover; prices averaging one-fifth what other
publishers ask.
Three original lesson hymns on each lesson of the wear.

THe INTERNATIONAL LessoN Hym¥Av for 1581.

Eight opening and closing
pieces.
Thirty-two old standard hymns. Pieces set To choice new music, and also
Primary
Soace.
Word
arranged to sing at sight
(without rehearsal) by old and new tune combination.
edition, 70 choice songs selected from over 300 choice pieces; set in very
large€ type and
illustrated.
Over
For
prayer-meetings,
. revivals,
congregational
ad
y
ninety thousand already
sold. PrAYER-MEETING SONGS.
Tensinging, etc. Old and new tune combination, enabling the meeting to sing most of the pieces at sight.
Eighty standard pieces, und new selections. Prices,
PERANCE Sonos.
For gospel temperance meetings, ete,
24 or more copies at 5 cts. each. (postage extra if by mail).
Sample copy, postpaid, 10 cents.

Sunday-School

Papers

Fifteen different publications,
Four monthlies, at 5c, a year
cach, with more and better
ne infant class weekly, at 6c. a year (nothmatter than that of papers casting 12 to 18¢, published by others,
One immense main school weekly,
ing elsé ‘of the kiud for less than iSc..and most ask 24 to 40c. 8 year).
Specimens freo.
five times the matter of the averace 8, 8. paper, costing X fc.a year, others ask not less than 50c.
as will secure the best
possible results from
Such helps
the study of the lesson. A special teachers’ help and scholars’ help in five different grades. Credit for lesson preparstion. a system somewhat on the day-school plan, The song service of the school, utilized in the interest of
the lessons, by the introduction of purely lesson songs written expressly for us, and growing out of the Jessons. The whole series in perfect keeping. Lesson hymns are arranged to sing at sight (without rehearsal) by
the introduction of od and new tune combination.
Old hymns also added. Saves cost of Song books. Scholars’ helps with music and all, cost but from 4%; cents to 11 ceuts a year.
Teachers’ helps from 18 cents to ¥
cents a year. Samples, complete catalogue, etc,, free.
Book of 160 pages, church music size.
Choicest
pieces, ablest
writers, costs
but $3.00 per dozen copies (postage extra.)
This is a new invasion. Specimen copy.
The ordinary anthem books cost from $12.00 to $18.00 per doz.
his paper. Address— °
postpaid, 35 cts, - Write for catalogue, and mame

Lesson Xlelps.
25¢. Anthem

Book.

~ DAVIDC. COOK, Publisher, Office, 137 Madison St., Chicago.
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COD-LIVER 01)_| Lord’s Prayer Illuminated.

A

AS

Sis

The- Pennsylvania’ Legislature

at last

The various a

i

Prince. Freder-

© ick William of Prussia and Princess Augusta
' Victoriaof Holstein-Augustenburg were mar-

« ‘ried in Betlin on Sunday.

M. H. Carpenter,U. 8, Senator for 'Wiscon-

sin, and H. D. Cooke, ex-Governor of the
~ Distriet
of Columbia, both died in Washington

on Thursday, of Brights disease,

Li

Four New Work lottery dealers have been

~'. A¥Byracuse,

New York, Friday, two
to sixty-five ‘years

préviously

and
& motion made to concar in the Senate amend.

Ee Rh
ments,

with other

amendments

recommended.

e Tiver
rbor a)
a
1l—
Lars
im extensively denounced 8 a big “grab”
on the part of out-zoing, Congressmen,
approprii
ating, as it di oes, la
sums for
improvement
nof small streams.in
interior.

d a sisterof the’ thieves to
; iether of. |the gan

(

The best remedy for strains and, galls on horses
and

0il
449 |

The * Baby Organ,” manufactured by the Mason & Hamlin Co., the reputation of whose organs
is too. well established to need further endorse-

i

:

}

81,00 by mail.

not recoggnige iy
A

a8

part
of the mo!

B8Y8-

“

¢

ody,

*

Post Office Box

TESTIM

.

3061,

New

York

City.

=

ONIALS.
have

come

of marvellousye
fiom

graver

the

sons, you can have ¥. W, Root’s

‘Riv. GEO. TI. HEPWORTH,

‘aperfect vocal in ethod ona new plan, and
|,

collection of beautiful songs.

| Price, §3, by mail, post-paid.

JOHN CHURCH & GO

,

as

ht; while

rewarding

rown's oon is a study and a

-

w disuia n
such
exquisite softness, and
all there breathes such a delicious harmony, such an
over
beauty.
butionof light pe shade, as to make a gem of inexpressible gnrity and matchless trom an
Rexteo
unequalled
of
work
this
commending
in
pride
just
a
feel
we
conclusion
In
obediently to the
so
such refined artist fen ,and whose hand has wrought
American citizen who
)
Bt
ay Lo MEE
Chie
vine in man.
inépiration within, in t! e development of the

«SCHOOL OF SINGING,”
large

tho lettering which 18 Mr.

y ret,

For the price of tio or three les

i

tems of the governments Jotuin
oid
re
Itis not a cure all. But for Diseases of the
ence. $30,000
has been appropriated for the
erec- :
ion of & monument
to’ mark the birthplace of Kidneys, Bladder or Urinary Organs, DAY’s Kip- |
eorge Washington.
"
NEY PAD is the first Sure yet discovered,

w

‘THEORY OF MUSIC

H

N. Y.

LE

power and beauty, and is one of the finest productions of its kind which
in this country.
iy
r twenty years of persistent labor, he has com pleted a masterpiece,

PALMER’S

general debility, and recommend it to all.
Rev. D. W. Beadle,
:
Chaplain Penitentiary,
;
Syracuse, N. Y.

Lr
ay
Syracuse,
Guaranteed
by all druggists. ©

nad

which can not fail to sects
P
e terested attention and study of all who love the pure and beautiful in Christian art. No
rent can purchase a more appropriate house old ornament, or one which can exert a
a
subtle
and
wonder-working
more refining influence i 4 the minds of his children,
living companionship such a
power will be an abiding source of pleasure to all Ww! ho shall take intd
silent but ever-spenking teacher.
he connnigseur, and hold a high
, it will command
the admiration
He{ had
design is Mr. Brown's.
of ine ofsnsraving
exsinple
AS 51
rank
among
the works
Morghen, Strange, Toschi and others. The
I the HNLY work that teaches
Rrodnced the well known Pen and hie Dra ying of jhelon ’8 raves Jyiieh hie so justly celebrated a
ben he came to
Ta
1
hib
n many of
the largest
American cities.
THOROUGH BASS, HARWORY and‘6oPosiTioN consider
pg of perpetuation his Tifo-work by multiplying copies of it, Mr. Brown calledto
En theBR
importance
Bank-note
Engravers,
«who
are
justly
disthiguished
at home and
his
aid*and
co
operation
the
mogt
no
In a manner go rimple and progressive that. it,
abroad for the pa
and perfection of their work, ,.and who are acknowledged to be: without equul:
may be called a SELF. INSTRUCTOR.
The old
in this department of work.
Mr. Brown has availed himself of the works of Da Vinel, Raphael, Corréggio, and
,
1
hefogged systems are too complicated to be practioils composite mr Supper,” furnished him with coronal or expressive Fo of the A te
cable. ¢ Palmer’s Theoryof Musie’ makes
the Savionr occupies the central position in the piéitire, Corregrio’s Nutivity is most felling! r producit clearas the - sunlight. Price, bound cloth,
d ocenpies the summit; Raphael’s pictorial history
of the
Saviour
is intr a with

CT

Myself
and wife have been afflicted for years

Size of engraving, 18x24 inches; paper, Be

In order that it may.be seen and secure an agent in every place where I have not one, I will send t»
nse of sending. If ordered,it
any person for examihation, one engraving for $1.25, and prepay the ex
must be within 20 days of the date of this paper. Absolutely not later. Money sent must he seat by
«i
tered,
the 33 cents in Postage
P. O. Money Order, Regiktered Letter, or at risk-ef sender. When rei
DELWIN F. BROWN,
Stamps. For full particulars address
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‘Mr. Delwin F. Brown's pure line steel plate engraving of the Lord's Prayer is a work
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‘be prolonged
all night;
the subject
was
finally referred to a special committee, A billto
remove the tax on bank deposits passed the Senate,—a partial antidote for the effects of the blow
aimed at the national banks in the funding bill.
The latter bill was called up in the House Monday

' sentenced,
one to fifty days! imprisonment and
. $60 fine and the others to sixty days’ impris-

: Thent and $100 five each.

priation

bill for the apportionment of
passed, rh
JRepresentative8 from the different States,have occupied the attention of Congress during the week.
The Republican members of the House formed a
junto agreeing not to vote for any apportionment
bill which fixes the number of Representatives
at less than 319 and the consequent stubborn op-

that State the question of school suffrage for
The eldest gon of the Crown

Baxter's

Congressional.

“The House of Representatives of Rhode
Island bave resolved to submit tq the electors of
women.

As

has

seeeded in electing a U. 8. Senator—John I.
Mitchell, present Congressman from the sixteenth district of that State.
?

family picture the
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Picture ever
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>, illustrating the
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Itis illuminated with
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115
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figures.
One
gredtest-events of our Savion: ’s life. from the Nativity te the Ascension.
prepay the
agent has made over $3,000 selling it. Agents receive an unusually Jarge commission, and
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